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Feeding.
To accomplish the most profitable re•alto from the dairy herd judgment must
always be osed in selecting and prepar
ing the feeds which compile the ration.
Judgment

io

It is not a new idea that cheap feeds are
oftentimes more stimulating to great results than are those feeds which sell for
Surgeon Dentist,
high prices. There was a time when the
MAINE.
JOCTH PARIS.
feeder of the corn belt wan misled into
warranted.
believing that there were certain feeds
The Qentle Josephine.
Alley
that if fed in small amounts had the
power of producing great results. ConH p. JONES,
MISSOURI COW A
MILK AND BUTTKR
sequently he was led to purchase In
HBO DC CI 56 WoNDKK.
Dentist,
largo amounts patent stock foods which
cost him anywhere from $100 to 1200 per
MAINE.
thousSOHWAY.
The dream of near y every city man is ton. Ten years ago there were
feed sold annually,
w It—I 10 ♦·
to bave a cow and a few chickens and go ands of tons of such
)&e* Hour»—'·»
credit of the present
out in ?be country and get rich.
But but greatly to the
there is being
r.iMiTU.
the chickens bave a tantalizing way of day farmer and feeder
of this food sold at the presand
tbe
Dever gives as much very, little
cow
dying
that all
Attorney at Law,
miik a» the former owner emphatically ent time. The farmer realizes
MAINE.
of the same kind
NOKWAT.
declared she would. Could Mr. and foodstuffs are made up
carbohyCollections a Specialty. Mrs.
Karat Β.·· *
Newly wed have such a cow as tbe of nutrients, namely, protein,
matter. Tin
Missouri State Agricultural College ha» drates, fat and mineral
of these
A PAKE.
theirs would be a sure enough Utopia. only difference between any
of these difHer name is Josephine, and in a year's feedsis in the proportion
the patent
When
nutrients.
Attorneys at Law,
milk and batter test she has proved her- ferent
were analyzed it was found
MAINE.
self a wonder and broken several records stock foods
tSTZiEL,
that they contained less protein, or the
EUery C- Part
Johanna, a Wisconsin cow, holds tbe must
ldiUoc X. Herrtck.
expensive feeding nutriment, thao
record over her for a year's milk supply,
did oilmeal, cottonseed meal, gluten feed
but outside of that Josephine is in a
r w. κι.s us,
and many of the commercial foodstuff!)
class by herself. She holds the world's
upon the market that are sold for the
and
nine
milk
record
for
four,
six,
Dentist,
purpose of forming a balanced ration
eleven months.
when fed with corn. The chief value of
NORWAY, ME.
tUrruwAr Block,
During her year, which closed in Jan- the stock foods rested, of course, in
averaged
seventy-three
ury,
Josephine
31tf
3.
to
their stimulating and appetizing power.
<<«:« Ho >—■» lo 1.'— 1
pounds of milk a day. The best way to In other
words, these foods had the
tell just how much seventy-three pounds
power of adding palatability to the raof milk is is to carry it from tbe barn
tion, but the intelligent successful feedyard to the house. It woald take more er of
to-day finds it possible to so mix
than
more
buckets
and
you
tugging
bis ration as to make it sufficiently palatη in St., Norway, Me.
Μ
is
for
one
Her
record
think.
wwuld
day
14
able without the use of these condiments
110 pounds of milk. This is enough to
costing S or 10 cents per pound.
in
the
families
all
tbe
neighborsupply
Besides the consideration of quality
hood.
and quantity, there are six essential
Josephine will celebrate her eleventh
to be considered in formulating
birthday next June, and has five calves points
rations for the herd. They must be
So her credit.
Although she is not a big
so that
the cow will eat in
:ow she is almost a perfectly formed ani- palatable,
amounts and waste very little of
mal, weighing in working trim 1,350 large
the feed. They must contain a sufficient
Lead pounds.
> of
All Κ
amount of digestible nutrients, aud for
S62
During the last year she yielded
and Iron.
this reason concentrates must be fed in
pounds of butter. This is enough to addition to hay, straw and grass. They
families.
tupply several big
TaUphon· 134.11.
must be inexpensive, in order to insure
The young couple that moved out
*
profit. There must bo a sufficient
[rem the city to get rich on Josephiue
itnount of variety in order that the feedivouitl find that the ν had just about all
J. WALDO
er may change the ration from time to
he work they wanted to do. Josephine
:iuie aud keep the cow always ready for
s not just an ordinary cow and cannot
tier next meal, there must be a certain
îe penned up over night, driven out to
imount of succulence, summer and winpasture in the morning and not watched
if the ration is to accomplish the
>ver any more.
Instead, she has to be ter,
female Street, rear Maeonio Block,
best results.—H. G. Van Pelt, Farmers'
times
nilked and fed four
every tweotyGruide.
NORWAY. four hours. She
Tdephone Connection.
gives so much milk
is
hat it
absolutely necessary to milk
Fattening Show Animals.
She demands special ra
ier that often.
Western Stock Show in DenAt
the
of
bran,
in
tbe
cornmèal,
ions, too,
way
it was freely admitted that the win>ats, cotton and linseed, clover hay, ver,
lers in the fat steer classes on foot stood
:owpea bay, corn silage and dried beet
the warm weather she practically no chance in the carcass
>ulp.
During
felt by
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.
nust be
kept comfortable by daily slasses later, it seemingly being those
«bower baths, which may be given with :he judge of .the carcasses that
inimals that Were sufficiently fat to win
in ordinary garden hose, and two elecbe freely marric fans mutt be kept running in her η the ring were too fat to
ketable. This suggested to me several
In this way she loses no ex
>ox stall.
lueetions.
ra time fighting fiies, and every ounce
Isn't there in these excessively fat ani>f strength can go into the manufacture
nais a lot of suet that the butcher can
>f milk.
it with some
Missouri Chief Josephine will be car- lispose of only by sending
ried on a special train over the 'Frisco, «xcessively lean piece of meat?
Does the housewife want a piece of
MAINE.
Vabash and Burlington Railroad lines in
by a two-inch layer of
Missouri.
University authorities will neat surrounded
the
ake this means of giving tbe citizens of fat? Aren't we at times overdoing
animals?
of
show
Missouri an opportunity of seeing this fattening
But, to pass on to a field where our
On this special train six
amous cow.
eacbers from the College of Agriculture :eet are on a better trodden path.
FOR
in our large
will give instructions on soils, farm \ren't the breeding animals
fat? Certainly we
thows excessively
:rops, dairying and better livestock,
rhe 'Frisco special train is on the road, nust answer in the affirmative in a great
draft
be Burlington started March 7 and the nany cases. I have even seen
in the ring (and some of them
iVabash will start on March 21.—H. itallions
so
fat
that it
iron premiums) that were
11 Quicitlt atjjjrùed.
Jroy, No. 53 Irving Place, New York.
s doubtful if they ever would afterward
4"«i Relief a! Once.
nake successful breeders. We are cerImportance of Clean Milking.
It clean*?*, s»,m t lies,
:ain!y all aware that if we would make a
A créât many examples could be given
.«.·
and protect*
we have to do is
l«
d.aeaaed mem·
ibouc the influence of clean milking on aeifer barren, about all
must be a
ance res
he quantity and quality of both milk :o get her excessively fat. It
ting frurn Catarrh and drive·»
stockmen that
iwit a<
! 1 iu the Head quickly. Keatores
ind butter. In Germany the experi- well-known fact among
hese over-fat animals are very susceptith· S -η f lVte and Suit·111 Full size
uent has been tried of allowing the per·
to disease, and that after the disease
i c:».
Druggists or by mail. Liquid ion to milk tive cows during fourteen ble
more
much
s
contracted they die
Cr^: H il':i ς r use iu atomizers 75 eta.
lays, and then another person milk the
Ô·; Warren Street, New York.
promptly than those in moderate conL !·.iame cows during the following fourteen
1
lays. The cows were fed aud served in lition.
Must we not look upon over-fatness
exactly the same way during the whole
and one not
>f the time. The result, however, was is an abnormal condition,
I realize that
bat the second person on an average :o be desired. Of course
visitor
looks
for fat
show
:he average
jot about 4 lb. β 12 oz. more milk per
1
)nly and can see no good in animals not
inimal per day than the tirst one.
isn't the show educational, and
A similar experiment was made by !at; but
about time we started in to eduProf. Babcock. Three cows were milk· sn't it
1
visitors that the fattest
xi by one person. A, during a week, :ate even tbe
the best ani·
he following week by anuther person, > mimai is not necessarily
other words, as has been so
3. From the milk A received the week nai? In
an eminent authority,
!1 lb. of butter were churned, while iptly said by
not fatn«s," should be our
from the milk Β got only 13 1-2 lb. were 'fitness,
BY
FITTED
produced. This result is not only owing lim.—I. E. Newsorn, Colorado Agr'l Colege, in Country Gentleman.
;o the greater quantity of milk received,
S.
>ut more still to the fact that the last
milk is by far the richest. That
The Horse Not Yet Eliminated.
MAINE. Irawn
SOUTH PARIS.
his is the case anybody may easily as(From The Cleveland Leader.)
:ertain for himself by pouring the very
The gaine of the motor vehicle in
irst and the very last drops of milk from ields hitherto
monopolized by horses
he same teat into cream tubes. When ind the
carriages, wagons and machines
has
the
cream
after
:<>mparing the tubes
Flr.t Cla.a Far* |1.(MI txh way·
(hey draw, are evident to anyone wbo
-isen, he will be surprised at the great
his eyes open. Statistical proof
Steamship· GOV. DING LEY and BAY iitference in the thickness of the layers teeps
The thing which
s uot
necessary.
STATE !ea7« Franklin Wharf, Port- )f
drawn
tirst
milk
looks,
the
cream;
igures do show is that notwithstanding
tad, wuek day· at 7 P. m.
like
of
the
cream,
from
layer
judging
;bese changes the world has more use
jood skimmed milk; the last milk drawn For horses tban ever before.
Γ*, ο turning
It has been
cream.
s more like thin
It ia the old story of adding someLeave Central Wharf, Boeton, week found that the tirst streams of milk conthing new to the equipment of civilized
day» a: 7 p.
lain only 0 6 per cent of fat, while the nan without taking
anything away,
ast «trippings of milk from the same
Thro {h tickets on sale at principal
rite electric light has become a necessity
:ow contained as much as 10 2 per cent
railroad stations.
η all parts of the world, but more gas is
fat. A thoroughly clean milking, there- made and sold than ever before. Nor
J. V. LI SCO MB, General Agent,
fore, is very important, not only as a have both gas and electricity prevented
Portland, Me.
neans of developing the cow's milking
in ever-widening market for illuminatjower, but also to produce richer milk. ing oil. What has happened is that the
It is important, also, how often the world has vastly more light, in propor$<>me experiments
;ow is milked daily.
tion to its population and relatively to
:oucerning this question have also been its needs, than it had before electricity
RUBtheir
to
save
RAGS,
K'eryboJy
:ried, which show that the more times ;ame into use.
Mail ι
BEK? AND METALS for me
day the cow is milked the richer the
So In the face of the swift advance of
order* promptly attended to. I also buy nilk she yields. But whether one milks (he motor vehicle, the increase in the
inihree times or only twice a day, the
number of horses and in their average
NORM AN Ν. Κ LAIN,
Poultry.
:ervals between the milkings must, as market value is extraordinary. Horse
Bo* 317, Norway, Maine.
&Ijr.
same
the
length. ihows are bigger and more popular than
far as possible, be of
The cow is in a very high degree de- aver. Horse races are as attractive as
works
her
udder
and
on
habit,
pendent
jf old. The horses in the world are
t. W.
The milking
avenly and regularly.
hundreds of
millions
worth several
(luurs, therefore, must be carefully ob- more than tbey were ten years ago.
same
the
should,
and
person
served,
There are million· more of them in the
milk the
every time in the same course,
United States alone. In Canada they
If the milking is begun
iame animal.
they have increased 3 3 per cent in the
ι Wl ; iurnUh DOORS and WINDOWS ot any |
cow becomes uneasy, and last
the
too
late,
■M or Style u reasonable price·.
year.
to
the tension of the udder causes pain
The capacity of mankind for using
the animal. In both cases loss of milk conveniences tod luxuries and enlarging
The fact that the quantity of the machinery of industry and trade, is
ensues.
milk is lessened by milking less fre- so great that additions and discoveries
If la w\nt of any kind ot Finish for Inside oi
la a thing
are
quently and less energeticallywhen
UuuWe work, .end la your ordew. Ptne Lum
quickly absorbed. The general
want<xr vad Shingles on band
uf which one avails oneself
Cheap for Caeb.
growth is so rapid that little is given up
case
this
in
even
But
and abandoned whiob was ever of much
ing to dry a cow.
it is a bad plan not to cleanly strip the value.
and
milk
to
far
preferable
udder; it is by
less often, finally once only every other
Matched I'lne Sheathing for Sale.
To Qrow Alfalfa.
third
day, or more seldom
day, every
A significant statement comes from
so little milk
cow
E. W.
the
till
gives
still,
Skowhegan. It is no less than an anbe dispensed with.
*e»t Sumner,
Maine. | that milking may
....
nouncement that the Skowhegan Jersey
The milker should pay great attenAssociation is to take up the
tion to the cleanly condition of the ud- Creamery
matter of cultivating alfalfa for their
der and the teats. If he observes knots
Here it practical agriculture
on cows.
and tecdernesa in the udder, sores
or made useful to all our state.
the teats, the milk oaoal stopped up,
Onr college of agriculture and the exthe milk 'having an unnatural appearshould periment station at Orono have been
ance, etc., some remedial steps
Diseases in udders feebly dabbling in the business and some
at once be taken.
up the sponge and reoften
contagious, cows years ago threwHeld
being
teats
and
be tired from the
feebly acknowledgin that way affected must always
the af- ing that the matter was too serious and
milked last, and the milk from
them
to
for
bother with.
THE, FACE
into
practical
fected part of the udder be drawn
In the face of this plain back down up
anjwMa! vessel and destroyed in order
comes the Skowhegan creamery people
the
determined to win and of course all
Torle lente» are tbe beat.
know what the result will be. They
Lea*e all other* at rest :
-,. man.
OPToMKTRlST PARMKNTKR Will e*l
are sore to win just as the determined
them right.
do-or-die, persistent; people bave done
Come to him day or night.
He U .ure
all over the land.
you to suit
with tbe eyeglass that's a bute.
In Wisconsin, for Instance, they workU*« twre. do it now.
ed Incessantly for 14 long years when
NORWAY. ME.
vlotory perched on their banners and
they all deolared that it would have been
obeap if it had taken them 20 years to
have won.
15 veara expert WitchThe knowledge of how to grow alfalfa
τin Maine is worth millions to the state
maker with
ting neas once «u
kind.
this
ot
enemies
and if theae earnest Skowhegan men can
Kennard kCo., Boston. they are free from
blase the way to snocess In this line of
endeavor, they will be entitled to high
praise Indeed. The bust of the first five
AU Work
men who master the mystery ought to
Quarsatecd.
have a place in the ball of fame at the
U. of M.—Torf, Farm and Home.
A little out of the way
but it pays to walk.
Don't be in too big a harry. It's unwise to work soil when It Is soggy and
WATCHES,
very wet. Wait until It dries Into crumη
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bly, workable condition.

Wbeu mamma was
to have rung It.
sick they didn't let people ring our bell.
And wbeu she died they tied It up
with crape."

The captain
Hum!"
"Did, hey?
scratched his chiu and gazed at the
small figure before him. It was a self
poised, matter of fact figure for such
a little one. and out there in the rain
under the tent roof of the umbrella It
was rather pitiful.
"Please, sir," said the child, "are

D.

Appleton

Ô Co.

and the very next year she married
John Thayer, the sailor In the blue

Captain Cyrus Whlttaker?"
"Yup! That's me. You've guessed

you

And two years after that young
Cy ran away to be a sailor himselfIn spite of bis age and his lifetime
of battering about the world. Captain
Cy bad a sentimental streak In bis
makeup. Hls'rejuvenatlon of the old
home proved that
Betsy's letter InHe had made guarded
terested him.

it the first time."
"Yes. sir. I've got a letter for you. It's
pinned inside my dress. If you could
hold this umbrella maybe I could get
it out."
She extended the big umbrella at
inn's length, holding It with both

suit

g

f|riRRlLK

"Well, 1 didn't know bat maybe that
why you thought I hadn't ought

was

By JOSEPH C. LINCOLN
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CHAPTER V.
Cyrus

passed

saw

the

bouse becoming woefully untidy. Something mast be done.

his chair
near the center table, took from his
pocket a sheet of note paper and proceeded to read what was written on
It was a letter which he
Its payes
had received nearly a month before
answered. During the
and had not
The

captain

drew

yet
past week he bad read It many times.
The writing was cramped and blotted
and the paper cheap and dingy. The
envelope bore the postmark of α small

in Indiana, and the lnclosure
was worded as follows:
Captain Cyrus Whlttaker:
Uear Sir—1 suppose you will b^ a good
deal surprised to hear from me. especially
town

When you
way out west here.
bought the old house of Seth he and I
He couldn't
was living In Concord. Ν. H.
make a go of his business there, so we
came west, and ho has been sick most of
the time since. We ain't well oft like you,
What I
and times are hard with us.
wanted to write you about was this: My
that
Thayer
Thomas—Mary
cousin Mary
was—is still living In Concord, and she Is
poor and needs help, though 1 don't supbeing too
pose she would ask for It,
Me nnd
proud—fa 1st· pride 1 call It
Seth woum like to do something for hor.
to keep
a
hard
nave
enough
Job
we
Dut
going ourselves. Mary married a man by
he
turnthe name of Henry Thomas, and
ed out to be a miserable good for nothShe
ing. as 1 always said he would.
wouldn't listen to me, though. He run
last
seven
April
year ago
off and Jeft her
and. I understand, was killed or drowned
Mary and
somewhere® up In Montana.
Iseveral words scratched out here) got
along somehow since, but 1 don't know
While we lived In Concord Seth
how.
sort of kept an eye on her, but now he
She's a good girl, or
can't, of course.
woman,
rather, being most forty, and
would make a good housekeeper If you
should need one, as 1 suppose likely you
will. If you could help her It would bo an
act of charity and you will be rewarded
Seth says why not write to her
above.
He
and tell her to come and see you.
feels bad about her. because he Is so sick,
are
rich
knows
he
And
you
1 suppose.
and could do good If you felt like It. Her
iron»

John Thayer. I wouldn't
wonder If you used to know her mother.
afore she marRichards
was
She
Emily
ried. and they used to live In Orham.
ELIZABETH HOWES.
Yours truly.
Mrs. Mary
Κ S.—Mary's address Is
care
Airs.
Oliver. 128 Blank
Thomas.
•rreet. Concord. Ν. H.
father's

name was

Β.—Seth won't say eo. but 1 will:
Ν
We are very hard up ourselves, and If
( ou could help him and me with the loan
it a little money It would be thankfully
received.

Captain Cy read the letter, folded it

and

replaced

it

In

his

pocket

Πο

knew the Howes family by reputation,
and the reputation was that of general
sharpness in trade and stinginess In

money matters. Betsy's personal appeal
did not therefore, touch his heart to
He surmised also
any great extent
that for Seth Howes and bis wife to
ask help for some person other than
themselves

premised

a

the
But for the

darky

in

wood pile somewhere.
daughter of Emily Richards to be eug
pested as a possible housekeeper at the
Cy Whittaker place—that was interest#*«#*

AOKfninlw

When the captais was not a

captain

—when he was merely "young Cy," a
boy, living with his parents—η dancing
It
Bchool was organized In Bayport.
was an Innovation for our village and

frowned upon by many of the older
However,
and stricter Inhabitants.
most of the captain's boy friends were
permitted to attend. Young Cy was
Ills father considered dancing η
not
waste of time and, If not wicked, cer-

tainly frivolous and nonsensical,
boy remained at home. But,

the

so

In

spite of the parental order, he practiced some of the figures of the qua-

drilles and the contradances in his
comrudes' barns, learning them at second hand, so to speak.
One winter there was to be a party
In OVham given by the Nlckersons.
wealthy people with a flfteen-year-old
daughter. It was to be a grand af
fair, and most of the boys and girls In
the neighboring towns were Invited
Cy received an Invitation and. for a
wonder, was permitted to attend. The

Bayport contingent

isfactory

so

far as

they

went

through, ain't you?"
"I guess I'm pretty wet. It's a long
ways from the depot, and I tried to
come across the fields, because a boy

Those

remembered her had liked her
The captain had even
very much.
begun u letter to Mrs. Thomas, but said it was nearer, and the bushes
laid it aside unfinished, having since were so"—
"Across the fields? Have you walkBailey's unfortunate experience with
the widow Beasley a prejudice against ed all the way from the depot?"
"Yes, sir. The man said it was a
experiments.
Πρ meditated and smoked for an- quarter to ride, and auntie said I must
other hour.
Then, his mind being be careful of my money because"—
made up. ho pulled down the desk lia
"By the big dipper! Come In! Come
of the o!d fashioned secretary, resur- in out of that this minute!"
He sprang down the steps, furled
rected from a pile of papers the note
be had begun to Mrs. Thomas, dipped the umbrella, seized her by the arm
a sputtering pen into the Ink bottle and led her into the house, through the
and proceeded to write.
parlor and into the sitting room, where
Ills letter was a short one and rather the fire crackled invitingly. He could
•who

feel that the dress sleeve under his
hand was wet through, and the worn
boots and darned stockings he could

aoncommittal.
As Mrs. Thomas no
doubt knew, he had come back to live

in tils father's house at Bayport Πο
might i»osslbly need some one to keep
house for him. He understod that she.
Mary Thayer that was. was a good
housekeeper and that she was open
to uu engagement If everything was
mutuallv satisfactory. He had known
ber mother slightly whon the latter
lived In Orbam. He thought an Interview might be pleasant, for they could
talk over old times if nothing more.

soaked likewise.
"Set down in
"There!" he cried.
that chair. Tut your feet up or that
b'atb. Sakes alive! Your folks ought
to know better than to let you stir out
this weather, let alone walkin' a mile—
and no rubbers! Them shoes ought to
Take
come off this minute. 1 s'pose.

see were

'em off.
You can dry your stockln'a
better that way. Off with 'em!"
"Yqs, sir," said the child, stooping to
unbutton the shoes. Her wet fingers
It can be cold in our vilwere blue.

the whole, she might care
to risk a trip to Bayport; therefore he
Inclosed money for her railroad fare.
•'You understand, of course," so he
wrote in conclusion, "that nothing may
come of our meeting at all.
So please
don't say a word to anybody when you
strike town. You've lived here yourself, and you know that three words
bove overboard In Bayport will dredge
up gab enough to sink a dictionary.
So just keep mum till the business Is

Perhaps,

on

lage even in early September when
there is an easterly storm. Unbuttoning the shoes was slow work.
"nere, let me help you," commanded
the captain, getting down on one knee

and taking a foot In his lap. "Tut, tut,
Been some time
You're wet.
tut!
eence I fussed with button boots. Lace
or long legged cowhides come handler.

settled

one way or the other."
A week passed, and he heard nothing; then three more days and still
no word from the New Hampshire
widow.
Meanwhile fresh layers of
dust spread themselves over the Whlttaker furniture, and the gaudy patterns of the carpets blushed dimly beneath a grimy fog.

Never wore cowhides, did you?"
"Κλ

too

young men. especially one good looking
chap with a sunburned face, who looked like a sailor.
They were forming sets for "Money
Musk." It was "ladies' choice," and

there was a demand for more couples.
The young lady came over to Cy's corhim a
ner and laughingly dropped

courtesy.
"If you

please." she said, "I want a
partner. Will you do me the honor?"
fcy blushlngly avowed that he could
not dance any to speak of.
"Oh, yes, you cany I'm sure you can.
You're the Whlttaker boy. aren't you?
I've heard about your barn lessons,
and I want you to try this with me.
Please do! No, John," she added, turnto the sunburned young fellow who
followed her across the room,
•this is my choice, and here Is my
partner. Susie Taylor Is after you.
Mr.
and you mustn't run away. Come.

in

And

the

beam,

I

turned the collar up about her neck.
Her braided "pigtail" of yellow hair
stuck out over the collar and hung
down her back In a funny way. The
coat sleeves reached almost to her

He heard the depot wagon rattle by
and peering from the window, saw
was
that except for Mr. Lumley
_

knees, and the coat itself enveloped
her like a bedquilt.
"There." said Captain Cy approvingly—"now you look more as if you was
Set down and
under a storm rig.
Where's that letter
toast your toes.

^

Not even a summer boarder
empty.
bad come to brighten our ways an
lawns with reckless raiment and the
newest slang. Summer
Bayport
son was almost over now.
would soon be as dull as dishwater.

boardtog_eea·

you said you had?"
I don't know's I
"It's Inside here.
can get at it, these sleeves are so

1 I

long."

Let me
'em—turn 'em up.
That's better. Efum! So
Live
you come from the depot, hey?
up that way?"
"No, sir! I used to live In Concord,
"Reef

show you.

but"-

"Concord? Concord ? Concord where?"
"Concord, Ν. H. I came on the cars.
Auntie knew a man who was going to

Boston, and he said he'd take care of
far as that add then put me on
the train to come down here. I stopped at his folks' house in Charlestown
last night, and this morning we got
up early, and he bought me a ticket
and started me for here. I had a box
me as

>

BELL?"

And the captain admitted to himself

that It was dull. lie had half a mind
to take a flying trip to Boston, make
the round of the whnrfs and see if
any of the old shipowners and ship
whom he had onco known

captains
were

still alive and In harness.

Jingle!
Jingle!
Jingle!
"Jingle!
Jingle! Jlng! Jlng! Jing!"
Captain Cy bounced In his chair.

That was the front door bell. Who on
earth, or rather, who In Bayport, would
comj to the front door?
He hurried through the grim grandeur of the best parlor and entered the
little dark front hall. The bell was still
swinging at the end of its coll of wire.
The dust shaken from it still hung in
the air. The captain unbolted and un-

locked the big front door.
A girl was standing on the steps between the lines of box hedge—a little
girl under a big "grownup" umbrella.
The wet dripped from the umbrella top

and from the hem of the little girl's
dress.
Captain Cy stared hard at bis visitor.
He knew most of the children In Bayport. but he didn't know this one. Obviously she was a stranger. Portu-

with my things in it, but it was so
heavy I couldn't carry it, so I left it
said
up at the depot The man there
it would be all right and you could
send for It when"—
"I could send for it? I could? What
in the world— Say, child, you've made

mistake in your bearin'e. 'Taln't me
you want to see; It's some of your
folks' relations most likely. Tell me
who they are; maybe I know 'em."
The girl sat upright In the big chair.
Her dark eyes opened wide, and her

a

chin quivered.

"Ain't you Captain Cyrus Whittaker?" she demanded. "You said you
was."

"Yes, yes, I am. I'm Cy Whlttaker.
but what"—
"Well, auntie told me"—
"Auntie! Auntie who?"
"Auntie Oliver. She Isn't really mv
auntie, but mamma and me lived In
her house for ever so long, and so"—

"Wait, wait, wait! I'm hull down In
This is gettin' too thick for
the fog.
Your auntie's name's Oliver and
me.
you lived In Concord, Ν. H. For—for
thunder sakes, what's your name?'

"Emily Richards Thomas."
"iïm—Emily—Richards—Thomas!"
"Yes, eir."

"Emily

Richards Thomas! What was

your ma's name?"
Her
"Mamma was Mrs. Thomas.
She's dead.
front name was Mary.
Don't you want to see your letter?
I've got It now."

Whlttaker."
So Cy took her arm, and they danced
made guese children from "up Harnlss way"
She lifted one of the flapping coat
"Money Musk" together. He
she sometimes called to peddle huckleber- sleeves and extended a crumpled,
but a few mistakes, and these
that ries, but this child was no "Portugee."
damp envelope. Captain Cy took it in
helped Ιψη to correct so easily
"Hello!" exclaimed the captain, won- a dazed fashion and drew a long
His success gave him
none noticed.
the bell?'
breath. Then he tore open the envelcourage, and he essayed other dances. deringly. "Did you ring
"Yes. sir," replied the girl.
In fact he had a very good time at the
ope and read the following:
"Humph! Did, hey? Why?"
Dear Captain Whlttaker—The bearer of
party after alL
it
a
Isn't
a
I
this
is Emily Richards Thomas. She is
"Why? Why, thought—
On the way home be thought great
Is
■even,
going on eight, but old for her
to
ring?
deal about the pretty young lady, whose truly bell? Didn't It ought
Her mother was Mary Thomas
years.
was Emily Rich- anybody sick or dead? There isn't any
η «.mo he discovered
used
to be Mary Thayer. It was her
that
would
she
If
that
wrote
to about keeping house for
decided
crape."
you
He
ards.
"Dead? Crape?" Captain Cy gasped. you, but she had been dead a fortnight
only wait for him be might like to
before
She had bronyour letter come.
But he "What In the world put that In your
marry her when he grew up.
chial pneumonia, and it carried her off,
I fes&c Heap jnr Mfe&t· «4 with
3§§ thirteen, and she was seventeen, head?"
_

ι voice from the other room. The captain gasped.
he ex"Good land, so you ain t!
worldthe
In
What
claimed.
numph! I wonder"lie went to the lower drawer of a
tall "highboy" and from the tumbled
mass of upparel therein took one of

tiis own night garments.
"Here's oue." he said, coming back
"I guess you'll
with it in his hand.
have to make this one do for now.
It'll fit you euough for three times to
ince, but it's all I've got.
A small hand reached round the edge
of the

peared.

door, and the nightshirt disapCaptain Cy chuckled and rehis pacing.

sumed
"I'm tucked up." called Miss Thomas.
The captain entered and found her In
bed the patchwork points and diamonds of the Rising Sun quilt covering
her to the chin and her head denting
the uppermost of the two big pillows.
Captain Cy Uked to "sleep high."

"Got enough over you?" he asked.
"Yes, sir, thank you."
"That's good. I'll take your togs out
and dry 'em in the kitchen. Don't bo
icnred. I'll be right back."
In the kitchen he sorted the wet garments and hung them about the cook

purchases, from the shelf In the closet
and put It In the oven to heat. Soon
afterward he returned to the bedroom,
bearing the iron wrapped in a dish
towel.

"My ma always used to put a hot
flat to my feet when I was a young
"I
one and got chilled," he explained.
ain't used one for some time, but 1
jfuess it's a good receipt How do you

feel now?
"No, sir.

Any

more

icicles?"

Isn't

I'm ever so warm.

this a nice bed?"
"Think so. do you? Glad of It. W ell,
now. I'm goln' to leave you In it while

[ step down street and see about havI'll be back
ln' your box sent for.
lu a shake. If anybody conies to the
floor while I'm gone don't you worry.
Let 'em go away again."
He put on his hat and left the house,
walking rapidly, his head down and
his hands In his pockets. At times he

yJ

"I'LL TAKE YOUR T003 OUT AND DBY 'EM
IN TUE KITCHEN."
bushes and vines were so wet that
when I tumbled down 'twas most like
being lu η pond."
Can't
That won't do.
"Sbo, sho!
have you laid up on my hands. That
would be worse than— Humph! Tut.
tut! Somethiu' ought to be done, and
I'm blessed If I know what. And not
a woman round the place, not even
that Debby. Say, look here! What's
I betyour name—er—Emmie? Hadn't

ter get the doctor?"
The child looked frightened.
"Why?" she cried, lier big eyes opening. "I'm not sick, am I?"
"Sick? No. no! Course not, course
not. What would you want to be sick
for? But you ought to get warm and
dry right off. I s'pose, and your duds
are all up to the depot. Say, what doeswhat did your ma used to do when you

felt—er—them icicles and things?"
"She changed my clothes and rubbed
me
me, and if I was very wet she put

to bed sometimes."
Sure!
"Bed?
Why. yes, indeed!
Bed's a good place to keep off icicles.
There's my bidroom right in there.
You could turn in just as well as not.
Bunk ain't made yet. but I can shake

it up in no time. Say—er-er—you can
undress yourself, can't you?'
"Oh, yes. sir! Course I can\ I'm
most

eight."

"Sure you are! Don't act a mite babyish. All right; you set still till I
shake up that bunk."
He entered the chamber, his own.
opening from the sitting room, and proceeded literally to "shake up" the bed.
It was not α lengthy process, and when
it was completed he returned to And
his visitor already divested of the coat
and staudlng before the stove.
"I guess perhaps you'll have to help
undo me behind." observed the young
lady. "This Is my best dress, and I
can't reach the buttons in the middle of the back."
Captain Cy scratched his head. Then
he clumsily unbuttoned the wet waist,
glancing rather sheepishly at the win-

dow to see If any one was coming.
"So this Is your best dress, hey?" he
asked, to cover his confusion. It wan
obviously not very new, for it was
neatly mended in one or two places.
"Yes, sir."
"So. Where'd you buy it—up to Concord?"

"No, sir. Mamma made it a year ago."
There was a little choke in the child's
voice. The captain was mightily taken
back.
"Hum!

Yes, yes," he muttered hur"Well, there you are. Now
you can get along, can't you?"
"Yes, sir. Shall I go in that room?"
Yon might—er—
"Trot right in.
maybe you might sing out when you're

riedly.

I—I'll want to know if
you've got bedclothes enough."
Emily disappeared in the bedroom.
The door closed. Captain Cy, his
tucked up.

bands in his pockets, walked up and
down the lougth of the sitting room.
The expression on his face was a queer
one.

"I haven't got an;

nightgown^ caUefl

eat much."
A good many times that day the captain caught himself wondering if he
The whole affair
wasn't dreaming.
seemed too ridiculous to be an actual
experience. Dinner over, he and Emmie attended to the dishes, he washing and she wiping. And even at this
early stage of their acquaintance her
disposition to take charge of things
She found fault with
was apparent.
the dish towels. They were almost as
bad as the tablecloth, she said. Considering that the same set had been in
use since Mrs. Beaeley's departure, the
criticism was not altogether baseless.
"Excuse me," she said, "but don't
you think that plate had better be
done over? I guess you didn't see that

place in the
forgot your

corner.

Perhaps you've

Auntie Oliver
specs.
couldn't see well without her specs."
Captain Cy grinned and admitted
that a second washing wouldn't hurt

"No, sir:
boar dirty thlnjjs. Auntie used :j say
that mamma hunted dust with a magnifying glass. She didn't, though. Sho
only liked to be neat. I guess duet
doesn't worry men so much as it does
women."
"Why?"
"Oh, cause there's

so iniu-h of It
I'll help
Don't you think so?
you clean up by and by if you want

here.

to."
"You will?"
"Yes, sir. I used

to dust sometimes
when mamma was <»ut sewing. And
once I swept, but I did It so hard that
auntie wouldn't let me any more. She
said 'twas like trying to blow out a
match with a tornado."
Later 011 he found her standing in

the sitting room critically Inspecting

would pause In his walk, whistle,
shake his head and go on once more,
losiah Dimick met him, and his answers to Josiah's questions were so
rague and irrelevant that Captain
Dimick was puzzled and later exthat "Whit's cookpressed the

oplnlyu

In' must be pretty bad; acted to me as
If he had dyspepsy of the brain.'
Captain Cy stopped at Mr. Lumley s
residence to leave an order for the de-

llverv of the box. Then he drifted into
Simmons' and accosted Alpheus Smal-

ley.
"Al," he said, "what's good for

a

°"Why?"

asked Mr. Smalley in true
i'ankee fashion. "You got one.'
^
"Iley? Oh. yes-yes. I've got one.
the
until
he
of
coughed
proof
By way
shelf.
amp chimneys rattled on the
"Judas! I should think you had. Is

"Never mind my umbrella. I left It
in the church entry t'other Sunday, and
somebody got out afore I did. rins
Arabian balsam—seems to me I remember my ma's usln* that on me.
çVet a rag with It, don't you. and tie

*4

"Sho! I guess so If you want to."
The girl beat her bead and repeated
a short grace.
Captain Cy watched
her curiously.
"Now I'll have some eoup, please,"
observed Emily. "I'm awful buugry.
I had breakfast at 5 o'clock this morn·
lng, and we didn't have a chance to

for

L

UK* SR.

"I know th· one mamma used to say.

Shall I ask It for you Γ

It was a strange occupation
the plate.
him, and he shook his head whlm"I guess your auntie was one of the
Then
be
it.
he
as
completed
glcally
kind." he said.
particular
took a flatlron, one of Mrs. Beasley s
'twas mamma. She couldn't
Btove.

your throat sore?"
"Hey? Yes, I guess so."
If you've got
"Don't you know?
iore throat there uln't nothln" better η
But what In time
Arabian balsam.
ire you doin' out In this drizzle with
\ cold and no umbrella? Do you want

cal'late.

slipped

Isinglass panes only .med to remind
him of other days and other fires. The
sitting room had not been lonesome

DID TOU RING THE

You ain't cold, are you,
"What!
with all that round you aud in front
of that fire?"
"No, sir, I guess not, only my back
feels sort of fuuuy, as if somebody
kept dropping icicles down Jt. Those

mine to wrap you up In."
He went into his bedroom and returned with a heavy "reefer" Jacket.
Ordering his caller to stand up. he
her arms into the sleeves and

for the first time since his return
home, ne had kindled a wood fire in
the stove Just for the sociability of It
and the crackle and glow behind the

"hello!"

of season May basket, accompanied by
tbe modest suggestion that he assume
responsibility fur her thereafter. No
wonder the captain wiped his forehead
in utter bewilderment.
"Don't you think you'd better send
for the box?" repeated the child, shivering a little under the big coat.
"Hey? Wbat say? Never mind,
though. Just keep quiet for a spell,
won't you? I want to let this soak in.
By the big dipper! Of all the solid
brass cheek that ever I run across this
And Betsy
beats the whole cargo!
Howes never hinted!
'Probably you
Be glad!
would be glad to take'—
Why, blast their miserable, stingy—
What do they take me for? I'll show
'em. Indiana ain't so fur that I can't—
Hey! L>id you say anything, sis?"
The girl had shivered again.
"No,
sir," she replied. "It was my teeth,
I guess. They kind of rattled."

vines, and they tripped me up,
and the umbrella was so heavy that"—
"Yes, I could see right off you was
carryln' too much canvas. Now take
off your bunnit. and I'll git a coat of

some

ί

CHAPTER VI,
ΑΡΤΛΙΝ CY did not reply to the
request for the box. It is
doubtful if he even heard it.
Mrs. Oliver's astounding letter
had. as he afterward said, left him
"high and dry with no tug In sight."
Mary Thomas was dead aud her
daughter—her daughter, of whose very
existence he bad been ignorant—had
suddenly appeared from nowbere and
been dropped at bis door like an out

were

might almost be tasted in It.
Captain Cy was In the sitting room,
His spirits were as gray as
as usual.
He was actually lonethe weather.

corner.

In my life! I—I never did! Of all"Einlly Richards Thomas looked up
from the depths of the cout collar.
"Don't you think," she said, "that
you had better send to the depot foi
my box? 1 can get dry some this way.
but mamma ahtays made me change
She
my clothes as soon as I could.
used to be afraid I'd get cold."
er

your top riggin's as
wet as your hull. Been on your beam
ends, have you?"
"I don't know, sir. I fell down in
There
the bushes coming across.

went over in a big

As he sat there he was approached
by a young lady radiant in muslin and
ribbons. She was three or four years
older than he was, and he had worshiped her from afar as she whirled
up and down the Hue In the Virginia
She never lacked partners and
reel.
seemed to be a great favorite with the

broad

Ilumph!

evened

^U>/èÙ\\ M 1^

8ald that she had some correspondence
80 I send
with you about Mary before.
Emmie to you.
Somebody's got to take
care of her, and 1 can't afford It, though
I would If I could, for she's a real nice
child and some like her mother. I do
hope she can stay with you. It seems a
shame to send her to the orphan asylum.
I send along what clothes she's got,
which ain't many.
Respectfully yours.
SARAH OLIVER.
Captain Cy read the letter through.
Then he wiped his forehead.
"Well!" he muttered. "Well! I nev-

Iluinph! Stockin's soaked too.
Wish I had some dry ones to lend you.
Might give you a pair of mine, but
they'd be too scant fore and aft and

lost In the mist. The flowers in the
\tklns urns were draggled and beaten
down.
Only the Iron dogs
undaunted as the wet ran off their
newly painted backs. The air was
heavy, and the salty flavor of the flats

...

,f

troubles

comes.

flowing gutters gurgled and splashed.
The bay was gray and lonely, and the
fish weirs along the outer bar were

then.

olr

"I s'pose not I used to when I was
little. Remember the first pair I had.
Copper toes on 'em—whew! The copper was blacked over when they come
out of the store, and that wouldn't do,
so we used to kick a stone wall till
they brightened up. There, there she

The eleventh day began with a pouring rain that changed later on to a
dismal drizzle. The silver leaf tree in
the front yard dripped, and the over-

hayrick on runners, and the moonlight
ride was Jolly enough. The Nlckerson
mansion was crowded, and there were
music and dancing.
Voung Cy was miserable during the
dancing. He didn't dare attempt it
In spite of his lessons in the barn. So.
while the rest of his boy friends sought
partners for the "Portland Fancy" and
"Hull's Victory," he sat forlorn In a

ing
had

bands. Captain Cy woke up.
"Good land!" he exclaimed. "What
im I thlnkin' of?
You're soakln' wet

concerning Mary Thayer,
now Mary Thomas, of others besides
Asaph, and the answers had been sat-

Inquiries

to bear than she could
Since her husband,
poor thing!
who I say was & scamp even If he 1·
and
the
left
her
dead,
baby she has took
rooms
with me and done sewing and
such. When she passed away 1 wrote to
Seth Howes, a relation of hers out west
and, so far as I know, the only one she
had.
I told the Howes man that Mary
Would
had gone and Emmie was left.
take
her? I wrote. And Seth'a wife
they
wrote they couldn't, being poorer than
I was afraid eh·
poverty themselves.
would have to go to a home, but when
your letter came I wrote the Howeses
again. And Mrs. Howes wrote back that
you was rich and α sort of faroff relation of Mary's and probably you would
be glad to take the child to bring up.
more

stand,

It round your neck?"
"Yup. Be sure and use a flannel
rag and red flannel if you've got It.
That acts quicker 'n the other kind*.
Pifteen cent bottle?"
-I guess so. Might's well give me
some sass'p'rllla while you're about It;
ilways handy to have In the house,

hsTlN,

"DON'T TOU THINK ΤΠΑΤ PLATE HAD BETTEH UK DONE OVgK?"

the mats, the furniture ami the pictures on the walls. lie stood watching her for α moment and then asked:
"Well, what are you lookln' for—mor·
'Twon't be hard to And it
dust?
'Dust thou urt and unto dust thou
shalt return.'
Every time I go outdoor and come In again I realize bow
true that Is." *
Emily shook her head.
"No, sir," she said. "I was thinking
that this room was different from any

It's got α good many
never saw before,
but I guess they're pretty after you
get us<k1 to 'em."
Captain Cy laughed aloud. "After
you get used to 'em. hey?" he repeated.
"Yes, sir. That's what mamma said
about Auntie Oliver's new bonnet that
I've ever seen.

things lu It that I

I—1 was thinking
she made herself.
tad—er—say, is that canned soup that you must be peculiar."
you've got up on that shelf.'
"Peculiar?"
The astonished clerk admitted tlm
"Yes, sir. I like peculiar people. I'm
it « αο.
peculiar myself. Auntie used to say I
"Well, give me a can of the chicken wns the most peculiar child she ever
Kind."
saw. P'raps that's why I came to you.
Mr. Smalley, standing on a chair P'raps God «néant for peculiar ones to
to reach the shelf where the soup live together. I>on't you think maybe
was kept, shook his head.
that was It?"
"Now, that's too bad, cap'n," he said,
And the captain, having no answer
"but we're all out of chicken Just now. ready, said nothing.
Fact Is, we ain't got nothln' but ter·
I
(TO BE COXTISUXD.]
Yes, and 1
matter and beef broth.
declare If the termatter ain't all gone."
"Humph! Then I guess I'll take the
Needn't mind wrappln' It up
beef.
So long."
The captain entered the house quietly and tiptoed to the door of the bed
room. Emily was asleep, and the sight

of the childish head upon the pillow
gave him a start as he peeped In at It.
It looked so natural, almost as If It
It had been in η
belonged there.
bed like that and In that very room
that he had slept when a boy.
Gabe, brimful of curiosity, brought
Ills curiosity
the box a little later.
was

ungratified. Captain Cyrus

plaining that it

was a

ex-

package be had

been expecting.
He was warming the beef broth in a
saucepan on the stove when Emily appeared. She was dressed in dry
clothes from the box antl seemed to be

feeling as good as new.
"Πβΐΐο!" exclaimed Captain Cy.
"You're on deck again, hey? How's
icicles?"
"All gone," was the reply. "Do you
do your own work? Can't I help? I
I used to for Mrs.
can set the table.

Oliver."
The captain protested that he could
do It himself Just as well; but, the girl,
protesting, he showed her where the
dishes were kept From the cornel· of
his eye he watched her as she unfolded the tablecloth.

•Is this the only one you've got?"
•he Inquired. "Ife awful dirty."
"Hum! Tes. I ain't tended up to

my washln' and lronln' the way I'd
ought to. I'll lose my Job If I don't

look out, h«y?"
Before they sat down to the meal
Captain Cy Insisted that his guest
take a tablespoon fa I of the sarsapa-

rilla and decorate her throat with a
section of red flannel soaked In the
"Arabian balsam."

"Have some soup? Some I bought
purpose for you. Best thing goln' for
folks with icicles," remarked the captain, waving the Iron spoon be had
used to stir the contents of the saucepan.

"Yee, sir, thank you.
a blessing?"
"Hey?"

ask

Bat don't you

"A blessing, yon know—saying that
for the food now set

you're thankful
before us."

Why, to tell you the truth
I've kind of neglected that, I'm afraid.
Beln' thankful for the grub I've had
"Hum!

lately was most too much of
I shouldn't wonder."

a

strain,

Secret History.
Each player is requested to write on
α card or folded paper the name of
some well known woman In history or
Action or in modern life. These are
dropped into a basket, and all are then
asked to write upon another set of papers the names of certain men whose

names and careers are familiar to tbo
average person. These papers are put
lu a second basket, and both are well
mixed and then passed around. Each
player draws one paper from each basket and cudgels his wits to write a
brief story, bringing in the names of
the man and woman which be has

drawn as hero or heroine.
The more Impossible and ridiculous
the better. One |>erson who drew
"Rip Van Winkle" and Xantippe represented Hip's wife as a reincarnation
of the famous virago who made Socrates miserable.

Why

older

Conundrum·.
Is η grass Held like a perso,
Because it to
than yourself?

past-your-age.

Why

room a

Is It absurd to call a dentist's
dental parlor? Because It is a

drawing

room.

should you never tell your secrets in a corn Held? Because so many
ears are there and they would be

Why

shocked.
Why Is a very discontented man very
easily satisfied? Bccause nothing sat*
isfles him.

The Owl 8ong.
There'· a wise old owl In the tree. In tbe
tree.
And he ait· quite still all the day,
And his big round oyes stare at you and
at

me

In the most surprising way.
Then, when all the world goes to ateep at
night
And there isn't a single ray of light,
wakca up. spreads hla wing· for
Owl
Mr.
flight.
"To-hoot!" say· the owl In the ire·.

Fingers and Forks.

"Tou must not use your fingers, dear.
A fork will do instead."
Mamma looked down upon her soa
And gravely shook her head.
"It Is not nice for little boys
To uae their hands that way.
I'm sure, to hold a knife and fork
Tou learned tbe other day."

*

"But why?" aaked Jacky. Uttle rogna.
His eye· aglow with fun.
He glanced from mother'· earnest faoe
To breakfast just begun.
"I'm sure In ev*rybody'· mouth
Thla silver fork you've aeon.
My fingers only go In mine.
—
And they are nice and olean."
w
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Klrat Baptist Church, Hev. Θ. W. F. Η1Γ paator.
Preaching every Sunday U in :4ft a. m.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at ? :*>.
Prayer Meeting Thuradav evcnln* at
Covenant Meeting the last Friday befor7 3D.
Al)
the let Sunday of the month at Ί 30 p. m.
not otherwise connected are cordially lnv'.ted.

fokbes,
A. E. t'DKBM.

ATWOOO.

News bat been received of the death
of Mr·. Eunice H. Barton at the hume of
her eon in Cincinnati, Ohio, March 13tb.
She was born in Paris and was nearly SI
year· of age. She wiched to be cremat-1
ëd and her remains buried in Hillside
cemetery. She has many friends and
relative·! injttbis village and leaves one
•on, Emery H. Barton.
We are glad to report that Ex-Sheriff I
lliram E. Hubbard, who was seriously
sick several day· last week, commenced
Wednesday to show signs of improvement and has made excellent gain every
day since, so that bis full recovery now |
seems assured.
Mr. aud Mrs. Fred Sbaw have return-1
ed from Auburn and will later occupy I
their home here.
Thursday «ave us the most uncomfort-1
able day of the winter, thermometer
registering very near the zero mark and
wind and snow blowing a perfect gale.
Mrs. Benjie Doe is at the Hubbard
House for a few days during Mr. Hubbard's illness; coming from Yarmouth,
where «he has been with Mrs. Lila llndMr. Doe is now employed in the
sou.
drug store of H. H. Hay & Sons in Portland.
Mrs. Austin P. Stearns went on Mon-|
day of the present week to the Central
Maine General Hospital in Lewiston,
where she is to submit to a surgical

Tehm
$1.50 a year tf paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise ·2.00 a y tar. Single copiée 4 cent·.

j

AU legal advertisement·
Advkktiskmksta :
are gl»en three consectlve Insertions for tl.30
per inch In length of eoluran. Special contracta
made with local, tranalent andI yearly advertl·—

Job Pristi.mo —New type, fa»t preeee·, electric
power, experience·! workmen and low price·
combine to make thl· department of our ban·
aeM complete and popular.
copies.

Single Copies of the Democrat are four cent·
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of pairous
on
Vngle copie· of each Issue have been placed
sale at the following place» In the County :
Shurtleff'· Drug Store.
south Par!·,
N'oyee" Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone'· Drug Store.
BuckfleM.
PtrU HUl,
ffett Pari·,

NEW

[

Λ Ifred Cole. 1'oetmaater.
Mrs. Harlow. Poet office
Samuel T. White.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Advance Showing.
Dog Collars.
3MM KoPs New Wall Paper.
Ydu Take No Risk.
It 1· Curable.
Are You Deaf?
No Mure Dandruff
* e Relieve All Eye Troubles.
Spring harden Insurance Co.
People's Water Co.
For Sale.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Assessor·' Notice.
Κ i. Ked Eggs.
Wanted.
Announcement.

operation.

D.tn Winslow is in Boston for a visit
of a week or more, going the first of last
'eek.
Mrs. George H. Cummings of Mechanic
Kails was a uuest at Wallace H. Cummings' last week.
Miss Edua M. Luce closed another
successful term of school here Friday.
The name· of the pupils who have not
been absent during the term are as follows:
Mvra Brl<!gham,
Boy Hammond,
Leon Proct«r,
harlte Hammond,
l.ewls Proctor,
Alexander Stearns.
tilen Boss, one half day.
Bonald Shaw,
Miss Luce returned Saturday to her
home in Xhw Vineyard accompanied by
Miss Edith Hatch. The trip was made
by way of Augusta and included a visit
to the new state house.
Mrs. E. 11. Jackson came here from
Boston last Monday on account of the
illness of her brother, Hiram H. Hub
bard.
She will return on Tuesday of
I this week.

the Legislature.
of the work of the
present legislature is now practically
completed, that is, jhe details of hearings and reports on the mass of the legislation introduced during the session.
Only a few hearing*· remain, but there is
•till to come some of the moat strenuous
While several
work of the session.
hundred measures have been disposed
of and got out of the way, the moat important measures before this legislature
Resubare mainly still to be decided.
mission was got out of the way some
time ago, but that was really a foregone
conclusion, and required little beyond
certain formalities.
One of the big gestions has perhapt
been got out of the way for this sessiou,
the water storage bill, which the lega
affairs committee has decided to refer tc
the uezt legislature, but that may nol
The Work of

A

certain

portion

reform is a!si
Democrats it
no ma
caucus having determined that
terial change shall be made in the ballot
it
and though the Republicans voted
favor of the Hersey bill for the Massa
chusetts form of ballot, the Democrat'
voted against it, and the present form ο
ballot will continue tu be used.
The house on Wednesday considerec
the several special appropriation resolvei
in favor of towns for support of stat<
which hat
paupers, roads, bridges, etc.,
By :
been all assigned to that day.
strict party vote all were referred to th<
next legislature, the Democrats voting
for this according to action taken at
thi
caucus held the night before, and
It ii
Republicans voting in opposition. this
i:
declared by the Democrats that
ο
not to be construed as a repudiation
these claims, but only as a postpone
fron
ment of the payment of them,
mee
necessity. The action does not
with entire favor of the Democrats, anc
on Friday Senators Staples and Kellogg
Democrats, emphatically expressed thei
the action wil
but it is
The question of ballot
apparently decided, the

I

dissent,

Woodstock.

Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Gerrish have arrived home after a visit of Two weeks with
Mr. Gerrish'.s relative* at Lisbon.
Onward Kubekah Lodge havo accepted
invitations to visit Auburn lodge Tuesday evening and South Paris Friday
evening of this week.
who has
Mrs. Martin, of Salem, Mass
been the experienced nurse at A. J.

Kicker's,

likely

stand.
t<
Among the important measure» yet
be decided, some of which are likely t<
bring out prolonged debate, are th<
establishment of a public utilities com
mission, other measures (or consolida
tion of state departments, the "powei
bills," which have caused so much talk
the bulk of the appropriations for thi
next two years, the plan of distribute
of the common school fund, the appor
tionment of the state for representatives
the tiling of the state tax rate, and ;
number of other matters.
The county tax bill has been reported
and will be passed as an emergency
effect be
measure, so that it may take
fore the first of April. The Oxfor*
County tax Is thirty thousand dollar
for each of the next two years, as for ι
number of years past.
Hearings being out of the way. twi
sessions a day will now be held, and tb< 1
work of the end of the session will b
rushed as in previous legislatures.

I multiplying.

East Greenwood.

Friday.

at

evening.

|
I

March 16th. How will this do for the
line storm, supposing the weather maker sends nothing to excel it io wind and
temperature? A zero morning, the wind
blowing seventy-five miles an hoar and
full of snow. Now let u· throw a Hashlight on Wednesday, the 10th, and see
what that gave us by way of variety.
The day opened with moderate weather,
snowing lightly, a little later turning to
hail, then to rain, and finally to snow
again, the Hakes falling thick and fast,
resembling, as one expressed it, so many
white butteidies. Thus it continued for
a short time, then partially cleared off
and so warm that the kids went out and
amused themselves by rolling up snowballs.
While the storm was on, Willie, youngest son of Ε. H. Morgan, came up, as he
said, to help Clyde boil down sap. Πβ
is the youngest brother of Mrs. E. L.
Dunham, and was one of those 14 babies
born in 1899, and since be came along on
my 09th birthday It is easy to remember
his age. More than that be was one of
the four who proved to be the last of the
family, and thus holds the title of
"baby." It might be mentioned still
further that he was born au uncle, beiug
two years younger than his nephew, and
our grandson, Clyde Dunham. It is hardly necessary to add that the sap season,
if such it might be called, is ended for
the present.
But the 15th brought us still more
variety. It was the 9th birthday of our
I granddaughter, Carrie W., and during
I the afternoon news reached us that Mrs.
Erastus Bryant, who had lived unconI scious and taken no nourishment for a
week, had passed to the spirit land.
Futber details
to-morrow.
Funeral
I later.
The following night Mr. and Mrs Lesllie Whitman bad a son born to them
which means that our great grandchilI dren, the fourth generation, are still

I

went

away
H. Hoyt of East Hiram will
the Universalis! church Sunday, March 26lh. Services morning and
Rev. Η.

preach

Greenwood.

end the matter.

LI
H

|

Paris Hill.

Proprietor·.

■

j

~

Ί

—

^

I

aide, Morse.

Voting no, Andrews,

Brown.

Robert Storey
day entertained by Ann!· and Gerald!ne 1 wood BeoMtt, reofotly.
York and Ira Rice.

The

capsule*
merry eprlog Is

Bryant's

March is fast marching away.
Crows are trying to be musical.
The ice bridge across the Androscog
gin remains firm.
Addison S. Bean has bought a new
talking machine.
George Mills of Worcester, Mass., is
visiting his nephew. Gilbert B. Mills.
Thursday was one of tl>e moot snowy
and blustering days of tbe whole winter
Elbridga Peabody has bought an Edi-

1

friend,

ylt

East Bethel.

continue, and the cold
by Its length that win

ter'a growing old.
Blow, then, wild wlnda, blow."
Mr. Franoia Mills of West Bethel wai
the gueat of Mr. H. E. Bartlett ant
family laat week.
Mr. and Mra. Herbert Lyon of Rum
ford were reoent guetta of Mr. and Mrt
H. E. Bartlett.
Mr. Z. W. Bartlett attended oourt a
South Parit laat week.
Crockett and Howe loaded another cai
with potatoea at Looke't Mlllt the pat

week.
Road break era out all day
March 17.

Friday

Infecexplained that colds are slight
tious fevers which «prend particularly
of cities and
imong the population

at
which are due to contagion and not
These
ill to changes in the weather.
resistive
may predispose by lowering
tbe circulavitality and by disturbing
but it Is
tion in mucous membranes,
germ
Infectious
an
of
the presence
of the
that gives rise to the symptoms
Cold. When one of these bothersome
usualaffections gets into a household

ly

Cheerful

lystem in tbe world.

quently

where else.

of
Tbe people who have α succession
time and
colds during the winter
those who have to work where many
tbe day
people come and go during to them.
are partlculorly susceptible
In the
It Is not to some sudden change
looks for
tbe
that
physician
weather
rathth»* origin of a cold, but to some
intimate contact with other sufferer

ers

from similar affection.

FAT AND FLOWERS.

Dayton BolsterCo!

Ν.

Tbe Jail pre-

5000 Rolls

tbat It le a
sents tittle to Indicate
There are no
)lace of confinement
In tbe cells tbe
>ater prison walls, and
as coneach—are
In
ten
nen—about

New Wall

en tedly

1

leelre to escape more effectually
and an
tvould strong walls. Iron barn
W. J. StillWhen
warder».
irmy of
in the eevennan was in that country
fight:les all the free men were away
bow wheu a mes·
ing, and he observed
tbe ofiicial took a
lenger was wanted
and sent him
man out of tbe prison
he would not
that
fear
no
jff. having
was sent
messenger
such
One
return.
with
territory,
Austrian
in
to Cattat».
and duly
3,000 florins for tbe bank
Another asked a Russian
:nme back.
with Prince
it Cattaro to Intercede
Nicholas for his release from prison.
said the
"But you are not in prison."

Russian.
"Ob." said the

man. "1 have only
load of skins for Socome down for a
into prison
and-so. but I must go
Cettinje."
again when I get back to
the prisoners
One guard watched all
out of
when they sunned themselves
away a
called
were
he
If
and
doors,
take bis rifle and do

5 cts. per Roll up.
Call and

35

MARKET SQUARE,

South Paris,

friends.
calling
We were reminded that 25 years ago
this month occurred the great blizzard

of one week's duration that never since
Then we bad no
has been equalled.
mail for seven days and no telephone
families are
when
lines in town. Now,
stalled in their homes they can step up
how
is the
and say—"Hello, John,
weather up there," and suggest hot peppermint tea for the bellyache. Ob, the
world Is not so bad if the "Dimmicrats"
have won a victory. We are glad to see
that a few even, of tbe party "in LegisPatt for
lature assembled," stand
economy and reform in state expend!·
tures.

-jdy
Thomas Catling gives an interesting
glimpse of Gladstone in the Midlothian cauipalgu of 1SS0:
I happened to meet an organist
from Edinburgh, who told me that in
the throes of that electoral fight Mr.
Gladstone soothed and steadied himHaving arranged a
self with music.

time fcr the organ practice, be was
provided with α key, by means of
which he could enter the church quite
privately. Silently aud alone be would
sit in oue of the pews with bis forehead resting on his hands while tbe
organist played over α number of familiar and Impressive hymn times.

Dog Leads,
Dog Whips,

My spring line is in and I

automobile manufacturer of Newton,
Mass. The city of Lewiaton occupies the
second and third floors aa an armory

while the ground floor has been under
lease to the Sun for some time. The
Sun has sublet a part of its space to the
Koyal Press, publishers of the Sunday
Journal, and job printers. As soon ae
the Royal Press can find suitable quarters the Sun will use the additional floor
space to enlarge its offices. The city
will continue to occupy the second and
third floors for the armory as usual.
The transfer of this property will be

Main St.,

91

at

6.15

prices

low
a

was a

made about April 1st. Laat year the
Sun secured the vacant lot between the
New England Telephone Co. building

put them back
low

same

goods,

prices
our

to

we

do not

the shelves with

will remain

style

and

buy

as

us

aud the armory bo that its lot will now
have a frontage of one hundred feet on
Park Street, between the DeWitt and
the Telephone building.
The Book Von Moltke Read.
The Chateau do Ferrieres hns a historic uh well us η proprietorial interest. It was the scene of the memorable interview between Bismarck and
Jules Ferry, when the latter made his
impassioned déclaration about "not a
stone of our fortresses, not an Inch of
our
territory." Bismarck was the
only speaker ou the Prusslnn side. As
far as he was concerned, the colloquy
would have been ended in η few minutes.
Ferry's special pleading lasted
the best part of an hour. It all ended

know.
Silent in α
sat Moltke.

Beginning

of the room there
Silent be remained nil
He was rending, and he
the while.
Fenever took his eyes off his book.
lix Whitchurst was curious to know
vrbnt book it was that had thus Ab-

sorbed him. It was "Martin Chnzzlewtt"—Pall Mall Gazette.

Artificial Eyes.
The earliest notice of artificial eyes
occurs in η very rare work by the
French surgeon Ambrolse Pare, entitled "La Methode Curative des
Playes et Fractures de la Teste HuPare gives a demaine." Paris, 1501.
scription and figures of artificial eyes
to be worn In cases where the eyeball
hns given way and all the humors
have escaped.
They are to be segments of a hollow sphere, made of
gold, coated with enamel painted in
natural colors. With the exception of
the gold they are exactly like the eyes
In use at the present time, which are
made wholly of glass.—London Notes

Forestalled.
"Widows." said the observing man.
"are very attractive, but nlwut u widower there Is always something uucanny. something almost clammy—1
mean, of course, from the matrimonial
point of view.
"1 kuow η widower who is thinking
He thought he'd
of marrying ngaln.
broach the matter delicately the other
morning to his little daughter, su be

sold:

"
'Ah. my dear, how I did love your
mother!'
"But the little girl gave him a eus
plcious look and snapped:
"
'Say "do." not "did," papa.'
Washington Star.

und Queries.

Spartacu·.

His Mexican Commission.
The
a very merry wag.
last time he went to Mexico hie wife
asked him to bring back some of the
embroidery work for which the country la famous. When he reached home
be handed her a box containing half
a dozen human teeth.
"Mercy." she cried, "what's this?"
"Mexican drawn work." be tripping·
ty replied.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

was α Thraclan of noble
birth. Wbllo serving as an officer in
nn auxiliary corps of the Roman army

The Similarity.
The doctor told little Marj ahe was
anaemic because she was so white. A
few days after she exclaimed:
"Oh, mnmma. come here and look at
this anaemic horse! He'a Just aa whltfc
aa

he can

be!"—Judge.

that
boru In

sense

Is worth considering wns
Athens.
Both tragedy and comedy
sprlug from feasts in honor of Bacchus. and as the Jests and frolics were
found to be out of place when Intro
duced Into graver scenes η separate
provluce—the true drama—was formed
and comedy arose. The father of the
Greek comedy wns Aristophanes, who
had lots of fun lampooning the public
The creator of Greek
men of Athens.
tragedy was Aeschylus, born B. 0.
!52ΰ. In Huhllmity Aeschylus hus never been surpassed. Ile is to the drama
what Phidias and Michelangelo are
to art.—New York American.

comer

he deserted, nnd, being apprehended,
he was reduced to slavery and made a
gladiator. Escaping, he collected a
body of slaves and gladiators, 73 B. C..
and ravaged all southern Italy, defeating several Roman forces tbat
Be was dewere sent against him.
feated and slain by Crassns, 71 B. C.
His revolt at one time threatened the

of the Drama.

The theater In the only

as we

Spnrtacus

"But what happened?"
"This." snid Egby more stiffly than
ever.
"I went In and said: 'Sir, I wish
to marry your daughter. Have 1 your
consent?' Πθ turned and looked at me
a minute, then be grew red In the
face, then he grabbed me, then he lifted me up, then be threw me over the
banisters. But whether be is In favor
of our engagement or not, Ethelbrlte,
he did not say.H

"Yes. he's

|

Not Missing Muoh.
"How do yon like this grand opera.
Bill 7"
"I can't understand what they are

laying."

'That's all right You alu't missing
no Jokes."—Pittsburg Post.

Refrain from covetouane·· and thy
•state shall prosper.—Plata

\

ι

asked, "What have you to do in
order to keep your teeth sound and
whiter "Clean them," was the prompt
reply. "When ought you to clean
was

A Canine Reason.
She (on the beach at Atlantic
City)—
I wonder why that
dog tiled to bite
me just noW.
He—The Intelligent animal heard me call
a

little witch,
yon
ind he probably thought
yon were a

landwicb.—Baltimore American.

The man who can be
nothing but Bétons or nothing bat mercy la
bat half

i

man.—Hant

we

mast

or

^ood

clear,

have the

Please do

cut

prices

you

not
ire

Going
purchase

to
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Spring Clothes?
Talk this

question

termine which store

over
can

carefully.

reasonably

De-

Jo tie

beat for you. Such talk will bring you here
The late*
We are now ready for you.
in Suits, Raincoats, Pants, Shirts,

things
stock
Caps, Underwear, Jerseys, etc., art· in
i»
ready for your inspection. The variety
coninteresting. Styles perfect, low price»
sistent with high grade ^oods prevail.

Copyright 1910
,Tk* Houk of Kujvinb«ijn*r
CIÙMtfO

J. F. Plummer,
Clothier and Furnisher,
South Paris, Maine-

Square,

31 Market

Ί

Arrived at LastThat 25 cent
Initial Stationery
I

ordered

we

so

long

ago, but could not get

on

account of the

grcit

demand.
It is very nice, all linen and of fine

initial makes it your individual
You

can

get it

Chas.

only

^our

stationery.

Howard

H.

South Paris,

Co.,

Drug Store,
Maine.

-

FOR SPRING

1000

quality.

of

The Rexall

"Has your mother a toothbrush?"

Essays."

all

in.

coming

regular prices

at the

are

Where
Are You

"No. sir." "But how do you know
ibout the use of toothbrushes?" "We
sell them, sir."

Character In Handwriting.
1 showed a professor of
callgraphy a
letter 1 had received. He took a very
unfavorable view of the handwriting.
It was the handwriting, be told me, of
a man without
learning, without genius, without feeling. "And, now, sir,"
I said, "will you look at the signature?" The letter waa written
by Lord
Macaulay.—Arnold's "Three Cornered

but

these the

on

Telophono 118*8.

them?" "Morning, noon and night"
"What are they to be cleaned with?"
"With a toothbrush."
"Very good.
Have you a toothbrush Γ "No, eir,H
"Has your father a toothbrush Γ "No,

sir.

now

pair,

not

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

twice as many people are killed by gas
etoves as by lightning.—Country Lift
In America.

Theory and Practice.
Here is a good story from the collection of a German school Inspector.
The pupils were being examined on the
subject of personal hygiene. Â boy

every

And

They

the sale.

quite

longer ; an<l shall

lines.

regular

this lime

at

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO,,

etart getting supper on the gas stove
smiling through her tears that tindanger has all passed and only laugh
lug If you venture the remark thai

Learned His Own Value.
A husband and wife combination In
vaudeville, with the busbaud as Uie
feeder and the wife as the real attraction, worked for Lew Fields In
one of his summer shows.
The two
were very popular and got much newspaper space; ulso they bad $1,000 a
week.
One day the husband, puffed
up by what the newspapers said about
the singing of his wife, went in to see
Fields.
"Mr. Fields," be said. "It le $1,200 a
week from now on for ns or we quit
right here."
"Twelve hundred, eh?" Fields asked,
with Interest.
"Tes, sir, $1,200 a week or we quit
and go out on the big time in the
Morris circuit·*
"Well, sonny," said Field, "I thins
an awful lot of your wife's work, but
I don't think she is worth $1,175 a
week to me."—Saturday Evening Poet

are

to carry

extremely

our

get full value for your money.

telling

"I do not know," answered Egby,

our

during

which

of

care

bargains,

are

spring goods

that when you

forget
sure

on

correct in

for

room

which

goods

We find

than satisfied.

more

and 4,35» were drowned.
But you will 6nd It qultu a waste of
time during a thunderstorm to try to
ease the fears of a person who Is
blm or her that the
afraid by
chances of being killed by lightning
are less than two In a million; they
will remain just as frlgbtem-d for all

still stiffly.

Norway, Main*.

Hundreds took advantage of

success.

and went away

lot of

large

great

this entire country during a given
year, and only thirty of these people
Lieut and
were killed In the cities.
the sun killed 703 during the sanity
year, 203 died from cold and freezing*

Egby?"

nice assortment

a

Our Stock Reduction Sale which
closed Tuesday Night, March 7th

each year by falling building material,
more die from fright, than are killed
by lightning. The census bureau shows
only lfil) people killed by lightning In

this mortuary knowledge. And aftei
the storm has passed and uerves are
steadied the woman who was εο
frightened η few minutes before will

show you

James N. Favor,

stairs or a hundred other thlr.es we
do ever)' day without a thought of
personal barm. More people art· killed

His Equivocal Answer.
The blushing girl buttonholed her
flushed Ounce.
"Well. Egbert," she murmured, "did
papa give his consent?"
Egbert drew himself up stiffly.
"lie did not commit himself either
way." he responded.
"Then are we or aren't wo engaged,

can

No charge for marking.

prices.

der all other circumstances, so deathly
afraid of tbuuder and lightning?
It Is not because lightning is so dangerous, for it isn't half so dangerous
as going out of the bouse on an ic.v
morning, walking down the cellar

The listener neither looked up nor
Armory Building Sold.
him to
Arrangements have been completed spoke until the hour compelled
he
for the aale of Armory building aud lot move. Then, with α "Thank you,"
on Park Street to the Lewiston Daily
passed out to throw himself again into
Sun by F. E. Stanley, the well-known the bustling political contest

Maine.

=

-

Dog Collars,
Dog Chains,
at low

broken.

them before stock is

see

LIGHTNING.

on

Values good.

Prices reasonable.

THE CUCUMEEft.
On· Way to Draaa It and a Royal Way
to Grow It,
of
If ever an anthology of tbe foods

Papers.

All the best American makes also
3ome English and German styles.

prisoner would
Mall.
duty for tbe time.—London

an
the earth comes to be written qdte
Maggie McPherson, who has been
could l»e made out
chapter
entertaining
working at R. N. Stetson's, has return- Extracting Their Dainty Perfume·
the exof tbe cucumber. And some of
ed home.
From Odorous Blossoms.
much
for
material
would
this
in
tracts
provide
Fred Palmer of East Sumner is
By a process known αβ enfleurage, mental exercise to decide whether they
place sawing wood with his gasoline which
to
fat
Is the exposure of beef
For examengine.
are humorous or serious
boxes until it
mean
Alton Ames and wife expect to move fresh tlowers in closed
Greek
the
poet
did
what
Their many I» thoroughly permeated and charged ple.
to South Paris this week.
of a certain woman:
said
be
when
friends regret to have them leave town. with their odors, the perfumes of vaShe was to me
J. F. Davenport and wife of Hartford rious tlowers are obtained which could
More tender than a cucumber?
were at H. A. Sturtevant's, March 12th.
been
not otherwise be so effectually pre
one meaning would have
Floyd Varney has sold bin steers served apart from the fresh petals. Only
from that equivocal statement
taken
to Buckfleld partios and bought a pair of
Those flowers are violet, jasmine, tubetb:it famous doctor who used to deC. A. Bonney.
flower and casslc by
Martha and Agnes McPherson had a rose. rose, orange
that the only way to drew* a cu
clare
Prom those six
A good (cinnamon flowers).
thin
birthday party March 13tb.
cumber Is to cut It into very
time reported.
there are tifty or more combinations
slices, sprinkle It with tbe finest of oil.
odors
tbe
of
simulation
made for the
cover It with vinpepper It plentifully,
of other tlowers. Sweet pea is mude
and then throw It out of the
Mrs. Kffie Buck, who has been very
egar—
(lower and Jasmine, hyafeeble, is slowly gaining. Martha Mc- with orangp
window! On the other hand. Thackcinth is counterfeited by jasmine and
Pherson is working for her.
delicate cucuin
eray tells how he "had
Herman Beals bas a crew of men chop- tuberose and tbe lily of the valley by
while
bets stufled with forcemeat."
teams
several
and
also
tuberose.
and
hauling logs violet
ping
refers to "salmon, liinib, pens,
Dickens
are.
farm.
the
from
Dyer
Tbe resources of tbe perfumer
innocent young potatoes, n cool su,.id.
Alton Ames Is soon to move his fam- however,
by no means confined to the
cucumber, a tender ducki ng
sliced
Paris.
to
South
ily
as the scented fats are termMrs. Emma Barrett is ill with the pomades,
all there!" Both novelists were evithe
essential
oils,
uses
He
ed.
many
gtippe, but is somewhat improved at
dently men nfier the heart of the Em
principal of which are sandalwood,
this writing.
was never with
peror Tiberius, who
neroll
George G. Spatilding has been con- bvrgamot lemon, rosemary,
and had frames made
cucumbers
out
lined to the house for a long time ou 1made from bitter orange flowers),
of which the
upon wheels, by means
account of a severe cold.
patchouli and attar of roses. Tbe latbe moved
could
cucumbers
in
growing
Colds are the prevailing epidemic
ter. which Is not now used so much as
to the full heal of
this community.
In about and exposed
to
obtain
difficult
Is
very
formerly.
in winter they were
Etta Newell is suffering with a bad
cost the sun. while
a
pure state, because Its great
and plnced under the pro
cold.
withdrawn
adulteration.
Very
tempts to dishonest
tection of frames glazed with mirror
East Sumner.
often geranium oil is substituted for
stone.
On last Thursday the weather ap- It. Musk Is another important IngrediYet two or three centuries n-o tinproached about as near a blizzard as is ent, euieriiig. as It does, into almost nil
was looked at suspiciously
etherial
vegetable
and
salubrious
in
tbe
that
those
actually
possible
periuii.es except
treacherous. I.oudoo
nnd
cold
climate of Maine. Tbe wind blew and ::re Imitations of flower odors or, as as
Standard.
the snow flaw, but tbe grand old hills
for
styled li.v perfumers, "natural"—as,
that adorn our state are still here and
the
Instance,
heliotrope, tuberose,
ere long the snowy mantle will be exFEAR OF
rose
aud violet—New York
changed for one of azure green and de- white
fruis.
to
visitors
of
welcome
vision
the
light
It U Hardly Justified by tho Number
the Pine Tree State.
of Deaths It Causes.
wife of OquosMusic Soothed Him.
Heald
and
The
J.
Wlnslow
I
Life's Pilgrimage"
sue were in town a few days last week
In bis book
Why are so many people, brnve un-

very existence of the republic.

■

from
than one person suffers
schools

more

It, and it spreads in offices and
freand the like. It Is much more
caught in a crowd than any-

trouble.

Hare water boiled with cruel care
An<i In It plac* my feet.
Ami let the gargle and the spray
Be waiting ever near
Ti> celebrate the gladsome day—
The merry spring is near."

"Though still the snows
Bach March day shows

noticeable.
subIn an article dealing with this
it Is
|ect published in the Independent

Pond.

Sumner.
Marjorie Thomas is working for Mrs.
Madikon Ford of Hartford.
Arabine Tibbetts is ill with liver

here.

a

8ort of Exiatane·.
Montenegro,
Cettlnje, the capital of
remarkable prison
possesses tbe most

as
and comfortably housed
belong·
domeHtlc
heir own personal
Moreover, they
ngs can make them.
fed, and cigarettes
other
ire
and
generously
theaters
in
I In cbarcb, bnt
and
In < xrttbout stint, wine occasionally
! Indoor places where people gather
to check uuy
combine
all
at
habit
work
10
large numbers, is this coughing
than

Lewiston.
Mr. Elmer R. Bowker of Colby is at
home for a few days' visit with hia
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James L. Bowker.

Place me In an easy chair
In helplessneox complete;

fail Life In MonUntgro

Infection and Not at All to
Chang·· In th· Weather.
Haye 70α ever noticed in chnrcb
a ser1 mmedlately alter a prayer or
start! ·
: mon la finished some one
of
longb and then a whole battery
The modern pbysi( roughs explode?
{ dan will tell yon by way of explanathe
tion that microbe emanations from
Dreatb of the cougbera find their way
others,
into tte respiratory tract of
alone
who thereupon cough too. Not
Du· t·

Mr. Oeorge E. S'evene died at his
home in South Woodstock early Friday
morning, atred about 48 years. He had
been ill with pneumonia about a week.
During thia time the physicians found a
complication of kidney trouble and Dr.
Williamson, who came in cooauitation
Thursday, gave no encouragement. Mr.
Steven* wan one of the prominent farmers of the town and a hard working roan.
He wae a member of the Grange and
Franternal Lodge, K. of P., and also
belonged to Mt. Christopher Company,
Besides a widow he leaves one
So. 41.
daughter and an aged father, Dr. Orin
Stevens of Oxford. The funeral will be
held at the house Sunday afternoon attended by Rev. C. Q. Miller of South
Paris. The Knights of
Pythias will
have charge.
has finished
Ernest M. Thompson
work in A. M. Chase's printing office
and will go into tbe Journal office in

(•eorge Jackson of High Street is ill.
Mrs. Auveru Laphatn is keeping house
for him un'il the arrival of Mr. and Mrs.
Nelson Lapham, who will work for him
son long-record phonograph.
this summer.
Almon E. Tyler has sold his farm tc
The village school closed Friday. Miss
the ferryman.
Stoehr will spend her vacation with her John Carleton,
Francis D. Mills spent last week witt
family at Lisbon and with frieDda in his
sieter, Mrs. Walter Bartlett, in Hanl'ortland. Miss Wood went to her hume
over.
at Lisbon Falls.
Webster E. and Ilorace J. Walkei
have finished their lumbering job it
Oxford.
Fryeburg Academy Grant, and returnee
The Ilereey Guild met at the home of to their homes last week.
Miss Lillian Andrews on High Street
Winter often lingers in the lap ol
Monday evening.
spring, but this year they seem to b<
Leon Cash, a student at Bates College, snugly in bed together, and she is makwas
awarded ono of the ten dollar ing no effort to kick him out.
prizes in the first division of the sophoMany teams of horses and oxen ar<
more debate.
being used on the roads here this montt
George Parrott and granddaughter hauling birch to the mills, and dry har< I
Isabelle are visiting friends in Massachu- wood to the railway station.
setts.
There seems to be a steady increase it
Davis B. Wood, a long-time resident the post-card business of the Dennisoi
1
of this town, died Thursday, March Dtb, Sales Co., and as Easter drawe nea:
of heart failure. The funeral was at his mail orders will probably continue t< ,
home Saturday. He leaves a widow, gain.
three daughters and one son.
Norway Lake.
Harry DeLano has accepted a position
as clerk in Guppy's drug store at PortThere are many sick ones yet, but w< ,
land.
hope they are improving some.
'Γ. P. Rich has bought the house beMrs. J. L. Partridge is very sick, bu ;
on
Street
to
Moulton
Back
Chas.
has improved a little.
longing
and is moving his family there.
Mrs. S. E. Dunton of Gardiner came t< ,
The Congregational Ladies' Aid held a J. L. Partridge's the 11th to be with he
supper at Sons of Temperance Hall sister for a few days.
Ernest C. Murch and family are visit
Saturday evening. Owing to no much
sickness in the place the attendance was ing lier father and mother, Mr. and Mrs
rather small.
W. S. Partridge, fora while.
The Congregational Ladies' Aid met
Mrs. Asa Frost is quite ill again.
with Mrs. Charles Davis.
Mrs. Vesta Frost returned from Otis
Mrs. Anna Edwards will entertain the field the 12th.
ladies of the M. E. Circle at the home of
LUtftc 3 mine.
her daughter, Mrs. Herbert Denning, on
High Street.
Misa Grace Ilowe, who baa been carlni c
Rev. Mr. Kobbins, pastor of the M. E. for lire. Abbie Jones for the paat tbrci ,
church, is quite ill with the grippe. No weeks, returned to her home in Bethe I
services were held at that church Sun- Wed Dead ay.
Mr. Eddie Peverly has been runnini t
nay.
Mrs. Imogene Hamilton, a native and the engine at the Milton mill for a fe\ ;
former resident of this town, died at the days.
home of her daughter, Mrs. Ella Abbott,
Mrs. Esther Gray spent the week em I
of Dexter, at the age of Û2 years.
at Norway.
Mrs. Johu Elden in ill.
Mrs. Lola Foster baa been quite sicl t
Mrs. Anna Edwards visited her eon with a cold and the grippe.
Herbert Day of West Paria waa a
Ralph at South Paris last week.
Saturday evening will be ladies' night borne a few days last week.
in Oxford Grange.
A baby boy arrived at the home of L
Edna Cummings is visiting friends in C. Whitman March 15.
Nelson Austin waa in town a few day
Albany.
Charles Blake of Lowell, Mass., hae last week.
been visiting his brother, Osgood Blake.
The remains of Emery Young wer
Herbert Denning îh working at Camp brought hefe from Freeport, Tbursdaj
Kohut.
ami placed in tbo tomb.
The household furnishings and propTom Brown is at home on bis vacatioi
and
late
Keene
the
Linwood
of
from Gould Academy.
erty
family were sold at auction on WednesHebron.
day.
has
rented the
Elmer McAllister
Mr. S. P. Stearns of South Paris apen
Emerson Bennett house and has moved a few
days here with hia aon, Η. Κ
his family from East Oxford.
Stearns, recently.
Philip Lord has been visiting his aunt,
Mr. A. E. George, who has been i:
Mrs. Lizzie Edwards, at Norway.
health for some time, was given
poor
George Houghton, who has been very post card shower on his birthday, Marcl
ill, is gaining now.
13th. Mr. George received 75 cards.
Miss Mary Andrew·, who has been
The Colby Glee Club gave an entei
hat
in
and
Oxford
Welchville,
visiting
tainment here Wednesday evening, am
returned to her home in Portland.
one at the Sanatorium Thursday for<
Elbridge Edwards is very sick witb noon.
the grippe.
Mrs. Ezra Marshall, who celebrate
Several cases of mumps have been re- her 84th
birthday March 2d, haa aloe
ported in Oxford and vicinity.
1910, made 12 quilta and
January,
F. B. Andrews is still confined to tbt braided
ruga, besides helping considei
house.
ably about the house work.
Mrs. Jennie Howe is staying with hei
P.
and
Mrs.
Rich.
T.
parents, Mr.
Brownfleld.
Mrs. and Mr. Weston Dunn are bott
A big snow atorm Wedneaday, and t(
has
a very bad cold
Mrs.
Dnnn
sick.
while Mr. Dunn has had a bad attack ol day, Thursday, the wind has blown,
Mrs ahould think, fifty miles a minute. Tb
Their daughter,
rheumatism.
drifts.
Evelyn Waite, of Mechanic Falls, ii snow is piled up in huge ia
Mrs. Reuben Linacott
very sic'
staying with thom.
Blanch
George Shaw injured his hand Tues with pneumonia. Herdaugbter,
Cole, from Abingtoo, Mass., I
day whilo sawing wood so that one fingei Linacott
had to be amputated, while another ont caring for her.
Mra. Linna Allen, nee Linna Frink, c
iras badly cut and scarred.
J. I
Dr. OrlD Stevens was called to Wood Portland, is at her old home,
stock Wednesday, March 15th, on ac Frink'a.
Rev. Mr. Smith has left town and
count of the illness of his son George.
Elmer Walker died early
Tuesday his family has gone away out west.
morning, March 14th. He was the driv
Weft Sumner.
er of R. F. D., Route No. 1, of this town
Mrs. R. N. Stetson who was operate
and was at his work until within only s
few days of his death. He took a bac on at the C. M. G. Hospital a few week
cold last week which soon developec ago, submitted to another surgical open
Tb
into pneumonia. He leaves a widow tion at her home Wedneaday.
three sons, Aipheus, Frank and Leon operation was performed by Dr. Haakel
and a daughter, Margaret, who has re of Lewiaton, assisted by Dra. Marsto
ceotly returned from the Sanatorium at and Heald. Mra. Stetaon ia very com
Hobron, where she bad been for treat fortable and doing as well as can be ei
The funeral was at the Congre pected. Misa Maraton of Lewiston I
ment.
the trained Durse. The nurae'a alatei
gational church Thursday.
Ruby Wilson of Gray visited friends it another Misa Marston, Is doing the hous
town during her vacation.
work.
Mrs. Gilbert Shaw of Paris was calle
Mrs. Mary lllsley, of Portland, visitée
last
Webster
Mrs.
her sister,
Turner,
here Wedneaday by the Illness of he
\
week.
slater, Mrs. R. N. Stetson.
Mrs. Alma Bailey of Norway is spend
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Curtis of Sout
ing a few weeks with Mrs. M. W Paris were the guests of Mr. and Mn
Brackett.
James Tuell Wedneaday.
Mrs. James Buok is sick in bed witl
the grippe; the only new case reported
East Waterford.
The other sick ones are gaining.
Sheriff B. G. Mclntire is in attendant
Mrs. Frank Young, who haa been ver;
Paris.
at
South
court
at
ill with the grippe, is able to be abou
Mrs. Mclntire and two children an the house.
spending a few days with her mother ai
Mrs. E. G. Small la much improve*
Norway.
and Clayton Lothrop ia out again.
There is much sickness about.
MissÉtta H oil la of North Parla viaitei
G. A. Miller has the grippe.
with her couain, Mra. D. D. Small, las
witt
Lystoo Abbott is threatened
week.
pneumonia. Mr. and Mrs. Abbott arc
Mra. Lulu McKeen and daughter Ai
also ill.
villa of Albany spent a few days las
1c
has
Mrs. Virginia Emery
gangrene
week with Mrs. McKeen'a parents, M(
both feet.
and Mrs. A. G. Wheeler.
nursbeen
has
who
Helen Sanderson,
M. C. Thomas ia tawing wood wltl
ing in a Belfast hospital, is at borne for a his engine for Jamea Tuell and Arthn
much needed rest.
Bonney.
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Hall were In Oxford

Minnie Pike is working for Mrs. Cole
Weet 1'aria.
Mrs. Susy Whitman baa a baby girl
born March 10th.
Alfred Curtis has gone to work in
Kuniford Falls.
Myrtle Estes baa been visiting her sisMaine News Notes.
ter, Mrs. Tom Katclitf.
Ed Man\i of West Paris was the guest
last Sunday,
A street railroad conductor In Lewis of George Doughty
Ed Pike is on the siok list.
ton recently suffered from the "deadl; r
I
Mrs. Hannah Emmons has gone to
hatpin" by having his nose penetrate* Madison
with her daughter, Alice Posby a long pin in the hat of a lady passée
Λ
ter.
ger.
In the city elections held Id Main
North Buckfield.
last week, Augusta, Bangor, Belfast am
The remain· of Mrs. Martha Swallow
Biddeford elected Democratic mayor* of
Sherbrooke, P. Q., were brought here
and Brewer a Republican. The citi
tor burial March 9th. Her childhood
council In Bangor is Republican in bot
and younger days were passed in this
branches. In Biddeford not a Republ
Beplace where she bad many friends.
was
elected.
can
sides a brother she leaves two sons and
9
The fnneral
Many abandoned farms of Maine ar thirteen grandchildren.
was held at the home of the late S. D.
being bought up by Slavic immigrants
in
in some cases whole communities be i Swallow, attended by Rev. J. H. Little
settled by these people. While the ui of Bethel. The floral offerings were
1
tive is inclined to be prejudiced again*
many and beautiful.
G. C. Keene is at work for Mr. Cairns,
his foreign-born neighbors, he cannu
1
almoa
and
near South Paris.
deny that they make thrifty
Slavi
The
Miss Lizzie Conney, who has beer
invariably honest citizens.
farmer usually baa a large family au ^ visiting in the place, bas returned to hei
dc
to
work
her
or
his
work at North Paris.
each member has
Mrs. A. S. Beseey is spending a week
Even the mother brings her baby int J
workin
k'
hands
so
With
with her daughter, Mrs. C. A. Bonney, at
many
the Held.
East Sumner.
and no help to hire, economic indepene
Auother generatio 1
ence is assured.
Henry Sturtevant of Hebron is visiting
his brother, M. A. Sturtevant.
will see these people thoroughly Amer
Some of the sick ones are still con
canized and valuable citizens.
fined to the house.
Wm. H. Douglass of Lisbon Falls I a
Mrs. Dora Ames of Rutnford has beer
when viewe j
very peculiarly situated
HI a in the place to attend the funeral of hei
from a geographical standpoint.
niece, little Jeanette Smith, who died ol
100 acre farm is on the line of thrc e
towns and two counties and for this rei μ pneumonia.
C. G. Turner of South Sumner was at
< if
son it is
very difficult to keep track
his sister's, Mrs. Isabelle Swallow's,
him. The other day he started out I 0
of h „ Sunday.
get a load of wood on the back
Ed Dudley and sister Dora of Parii
farm. Leaving the towu of Lisbon ί ο
were here to attend the funeral of Mrs,
Androscoggin County he went a bal [. Martha Swallow.
mile when he struck into the town c f
Β. S. Record recently lost a horse. Il
Bowdoin in Sagadahoc county. Pushio g
j was twenty-four years old and he bad
on 40 rods more through a logging roa
bad it since a colt.
he found himself In the town of Lisbu η
again but In a few minutes he was I D
North Parla.
Webster. He then returned to Lisbo η
and loaded up his team and started ft 'Γ
Mrs. A. D. Littlehale and Walter Lit
home. In the meantime his friends ha " tlebale and Mrs. fi. E. Field and Misi
become alarmed at his absence and sur u Ora E. Field attended the grange fait
ed out to hunt for him with lantern ·■ March 15 at West Paris.
On being informed that be was in Sag!
Miss Emily Tuell of West Sumner
dahoc County they gave up the cba« * visited Miss Ora E. Field March 13th.
and returned only to tind that he ha 1
H. F. Wright of Wilton Is visiting at
Mi '· James Bradford's.
reached home ahead of them.
Carl Murch and M1m Marie Murcb ol
Douglass says that it is a bit bewilde
ing to locate himself when traveling ovc r Caaco visited their sister, Miss Alice
his farm.
Murcb, at M. S. Bubier's. Miss Marie
stayed and returned borne with her sister, March 17.
Canadian Reciprocity Again.
A. D. Littlebale is sick with the grippe.
The Democrat has received anothc
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Curtis of Norway,
criticism of the Oxford County repn
former residents here, called on Mr. and
sentatives in the legislature for dodgin
Mrs. Ε. K. Field March 12, on their way
the vote on reciprocity, which it omits t
to West Paru to visit Mr. Curtis' brother,
publish, in view of the fact that at abou Alvah Curtis.
mailec
vas
the time the commuiicatior
Mr. and Mrs. ΙΓ. U. Bubier went tc
another vote on reciprocity was taken i
South Paris March 14.
take
was
vote
The
the house.
original
at the tirst session of the week, whe
North Waterford.
than routine busi
else
little
ordinarily
Mr·. Alonzo Brown was with her
Not over two-third ι
ness is transacted.
of the members of the house were pre«
daughter, Mr·. Jennie McAllister, SaturSunday.
ent at that session. How many of tb ) day and Sunday.
Mrs. Kate Williams ia spending a week
Mrs. Sarah York has returned home
absentees were dodging of course doe ι
at J. E. Mclntire's.
she
haa
where
not appear; but at tne vote on Thursda; from David Lebroke's
last all the Oxford County members wen fc been stopping a few days.
Ernest McGray ii at Hartford visiting
Wilson'· Mills.
on record, except Robinson of Peru, whi >
was absent, but had been recorded at th< > at Daniel White'·.
Dane York la calling on friends in
and
Haaelton
P.
F.
Mr·.
and
Mr.
to
reciprocity
previous vote as opposed
town.
The question on Thursday was oo tbi > Harry Morey were guests at C. H. Fer·
Jesse Flint Is working for J. W. Buck>
in
resolvi
nald's
the
of
Thursday.
Albany
Indefinite postponement
nam.
sick
been
baa
ι
very
ii
Frank
Coffin'·
to
baby
congress
Joe Hart ia toting from Colebrook
containing a memorial
from
favor of reciprocity, and the Oxfojc I to that Mr. Coffin haa been at home
for his father.
where be work·.
George
as fol
recorded
Chatham,
were
members
County
Mr. and Mra. Arthur McGibbon were In
lows:
Morey i· driving hia team.
Lewistoa the past week.
Quite a number here have been enterVoting yes (for indefinite postpone
George Bennett has returned to work
ment and against reciprocity), Bisbee taining the grippe bat are better now.
for H. G. Bennett.
TuesThe cirole will be at the veatry
GlenFaired on the same
Buzzell, Wheeler.
via! ted bis
at

Mr. C. H. Priooe wu io Portland, re·
turning home Friday afternoon. He la
oot in tbe beat of health.
In the absence of J. E. Warren, undertaker, W. M. Rloker take· hia place.
Mayflower Chapter, 0. E. S., gare the
degrees to one candidate Friday evening
and tendered a reception to Rev. A. W.
Pottle and wife, presenting to Mra. Pottie a beautiful Eastern Star pin aa token
of their high eateem, the occaaion being
the expected departure of Mr. and Mra.
Pottle to Waterrille.
Rev. F. M. Lamb will be away from
hia pulpit three Sabbatha and will apend
tbe tlmo in Pennsylvania, where he baa
an engagement to aing in evangeliatio
services. Hia pulpit will not be supν
plied during hia absence.

Mr. FreellngH. Tebbette of Sanford
Mr·. Add Aodrewe, wife of Samoel
Este·, died from typhoid-pnenmonla at was in Bethel Monday.
Tuesday morning George W. Fernald,
ber home on Pioneer Street Sonday
of typhoid
morning, March 12. She was the daugh- veterinary surgeon, died
ter of Rev. Ziba and Thankfnl (Wash- pneumonia at the home of Mr. Ziba DurDr.
burn) Andrews and was born in Wood- kee after an illnesa of teo day·.
stock seventy-five years ago. She was Fernald waa well known throughout
misstwice married. Her finit husband was Oxford County and will be much
Oscar P. Eliingwood of Woodstock. To ed. Funeral servions were held Friday,
tbem were born four children three of Rev. J. H. Little officiating.
Tbe lawyer· have been in attendance
whom survive her, George of Chicago,
of upon court at South Paris during the
Arthur
Charles of Georgia and
Niagara Palls; also two sisters, Mrs. week.
Thursday was tbe most severe day of
Charlotte Benson and Dr. Elizabeth
Carleton of Los Angeles, Cal., and one the winter.
Wednesday F<tnnie Elizabeth, widow
brother, Rev. John C. Andrews of Utah.
buried from
The funeral was held from the Method- of Randall Cummings, wax
an
ist chapel Monday afternoon, Rev. Seth the hume of her daughter Mary, after
survived
Benson of the Baptist church officiating. illneee of several weeks. She is
Her
The interment was at South Woodstock. by five suns and three daughter·*
There is lit- pastor, Rev. C. L. Bangbart, officiated
Samuel Estes is very ill.
at the funeral service.
tle or no hope of hi* recovery.
Rev. W. C. Curtis was in Romford
Measles bid fair to become the prevailfuneral of Mr.
ing epidemic. Miss Davis was taken ill Tuesday to attend the went there to atwith tbem at the telephone central Fri- Elliott, and Wednesday
of Mr. Virgin.
day, and Saturday Miss Crabtree of Port- tend the funeral
Dr. and Mrs. J Q. Gehring went to
land who has been the trained nurse for
Harlan Andrews at South Woodstock, Portland Wednesday, returning Friday.
Mr. Mason, the oldest resident of
came down with them, and is at Dr.
Bethel, died at the home of his son,
Wheeler's for care and treatment.
The sale held by the ladles of West Seth Mason, Friday. Mr. Mason receivin
Paris Grange last Wednesday was a de- ed the cane, being tbe oldest man
cided success. A good number attended towu at that time.
The little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
the sale and supper, and the concert
was visiting her
given by the "old folkh" in receiving Beckler of Albany, who
The dance which aunt, Mrs. Perley Andrews, has been
many compliments.
More critically ill of typhoid pneumonia and
followed was well patronized.
than $75 will be cleared for the benefit the physicians gave no hopes of recovery
Friday afternoon.
of the grange.
Mr. J. M. Philbrook goes to Brighton
Λ delegation of Masous from Granite
Lodge visited .Jefferson Lodge at Bry- next week.
The spring term of Gould Academy
ant's Pond Tuesday evening.
Those who have been ill and are im- will open Tuesday, March 21.
The men of the Congregational soproving are Mrs. A. J. Kicker, Miss
Mabel Ricker, Mrs. Clara Ridlon, Mrs. ciety will serve a supper Thursday,
Charles F. Burden and Mrs. W. W. Dun- March 23.
ham.
West Bethel.
Mrs. Harry Ë. Hamilton of Greenfield,
"Bring the camphor liniment
is spending a few days in the
Mass
Ann pass the pills along;
family of her brother, H. W. Dunham.
Let me nmell some pungent scent
With flavor strangely strong.
Dr. Williams of Portland was in town
Tie a bandago 'roun<t my neck
Friday in consultation with Dr. RoseAn<l give mi ilrlnks severe;
man ou the case of George Stevens of
Feed me
by the peck—

CARE FREE CONVICTS.

CATCHING COLD.

BackfMd.

Bethel.

West Paris.
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take your order NOW for the
wbi'e
and Best styles of Embroidered Swiss in
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Let
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®*f«rdBemocrat

Arthur Clark hu been confined to the
house with illnees.

Editor Democrat :
T. G. Lary of
of acIn the report in the De™°®
Gilead, who la attending
court here, «pent
η
d.
on at our aonual town meet g*
at
hit home.
Sunday
you M MM·
Sate your quarter aod
to
the "Darkgo
town Minstrel»." Date
oma.
announced later.
«ΟΙΤΗ Ι-ΛΚΙβ POST
and «Mt
M-to7»30 r. M.
7:»A·
Mrs. Fred Abbott returned
the statutee with relation to
one Hour·
Friday
from a visit to her aister in
BAJLWAT.
ORA.<U> TBCSK
Lyon, Maw. read from the law, at you eay, aoa αβ
clared the action taken Illegal, and
iS. MO,
Re*. A. T. McWhorter received a
Commencing September
poet ver Wright said It wan legal, bat yon
card shower last
SOUTH ΡΑΚΙ·
LUU
it
bia
Tueaday,
being
after
TRAINS
failed to allude to Section 12
dallv ; 9 Λ) A. M., birthday.
east*-»**.
covering all the prevloue rlghtAndreg
,,οίηί :.«■
dally.
Sunday; 4 * r.
J«vSc«p«
1
"hlch
D.
35
*·
J. McCoy of Kumford spent Sunto »».r. lor the Ρ"'"··
v
«·.
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The windows for the new Methodist
church ate expected to arrive and be taken
outalde of the
placed in position some time this week.
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All those taking part in the first part
of the Darktown Minstrels are requested
to be present at rehearsal at Pythian Hall
Kegu.ar Tueaday evening, March 21.
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Portland the
Μ ί, ( ara Blake went
week to spend a few days
or*: ·'(
with friends.
to

i/'dge of Weet Paris will visit
Lodge Friday
ι'easant Kebekah
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Charles P. Whitman,
Stenographer.
W. H. Cornforth,
County Attorney.
Ralph T. Parker,
Sheriff.
Bertrand G. Mclntire,
Harry D. Cole,
J?
Crier.
Samuel H. Eaton,
Messenger.
E.
Dudley,
Guy
Librarian.
Walter L. Gray,

During the first week of the terra the
the
court has been well occupied, and
bulk of the civil business for trial has
been disposed of, only two small cases
remaining in this part of the court's
work. The criminal business remains,
but will probably occupy only a few
days, and adjournment will undoubtedly
come before the end of the week.

prostration.

This case occupied the la"t hour 01
two of the day Thursday, all <lav Friday,
and until nearly 11 o'clock Saturday.
I Th« jury remained out all the afternoon,
ami was nut when it came time for adjournment, so the court made arrangements for the jury to be relieved at a
At 7:45 the jury went home,
later hour
and at the opening of court Monday
morning reported that they were unable
to agreo.
The cases which had the right of way
following the McCrillis-Tebbete case
were two brought respectively by R. L.
Melcher and C. M. Bisbee of Rumford
against A. L. Childs of Lewiston and E.
W. Gross of Auburn, which originated
in a deal in oil stocks. Judge Newell of
Lewiston, counsel for the plaintiffs, and
Mr. Swasoy, counsel for
defendants,
with all the parties, had been waiting
around the court for two days for these
When they were
cases to be reached.
reached it was announced to the court
that they were in process of settlement,
and a few minutes later the settlement
«ras completed.
This left no more civil
business to be done for the week, and
only two cases on the list for jury trial.
Saturday afternoon was occupied with
a few divorce cases, some minor matters,
and more or less waiting time.
The next case to be tried was brought
by Will L. Whitney of Berlin, Ν. H.,
πι iuufiicturur of tombstones and marble
worker, against Mrs. Eleida S. Pitts of
Norway, to recover for a monument ordered by her to be placed In Riverside
Cemetery at South Paris, which she refused to accept as not satisfactory.
Work be^an on it Mocdav morning.
Wheeler for piaintiff: Hon. Π. W. Oakes
of Auburn for defendant.
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The W. C. T. U. will hold its regnlar
to do so, only to approve or reject
meeting in the vestry of the Baptist power
action of the officers' adjustment
church Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
Topic, "Books Worth Keadiug." Lead(that is what I suppose he
Mrs. Ivy
Miss
Alice
ers,
Morton,
no !
had allusion to when he said I
Wetherell.
b
read all) says any person
urivate drain into any such public sewer ι
BOLSTEK DISTKICT.
while the same Is under
Gerald Oldham is working for Dr. and before it is
completed andI before I
King.
the assessments are made, on
a
permit In writing from the
Mis« Cora Wight is assisting Mrs. Sanofficers or sewer board havl ig
ford Brown with her housework.
in charge, etc. and not by the towns
A. B. Talbot and Oscar Parsons are
voting the right and prices t»
I
both confined to th· house by illness.
There is not one single word about pe I
to do. .bnt I.
Frank Clark is yarding lumber for .on. .nd
Oscar Parsons on the Gurney place in
Hebron.

"tSKft

|

Justice Presiding.
Clerk.

With prayer by Rev. Merrill C. Ward
of Norway the March terra of court was
a8„ee>«was a
opened Tuesday morning. There
provided
fair attendance of the attorneys of the
county, and a few from other counties.
of
Following the formal preliminaries
α
nullification of the letter and spirit of the term the
grand jury was called, and
fifteen of the members re^pond-d to
tneir names. Having bei*n empaneled
and instructed in October, they were im
mediately excused from the court room
and my error lies there.
to attend to their duties in their own
..
If lam wrong I want to know it, if 1 | room.
aœ right I should stand
The traverse juries were then empanelThen aga.D tbe decUra ι
i ed as follows:
when
read
moderator
I
inF
FIRST JURY.
about the completing
M.M. Ham'ln, Waterford, Foreman.
an
Cullen Abljott. Woodstock.
Howard D. Coy, Oxford.
.lab ζ W. Dunn, Hartford.
Frank Harmon, Lovell.
T. G. I.arv, Gllead.
c
when the law says the municipal ·
Frank McAllister, Stoneham.

fie

Second and fourth Monday» of

THRU, 1911.
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by^

Ernest F. Shaw of Paris Hill has purchased the grocery business of Penley Λ
Piummer, and is about taking possession.
Mr. Shaw and family will move to the
tenement over the store.

i.-Part* orange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
Saturday; during the
»n 1 thirl
: ν vetr. meets every Satunlay, In

11a:!.

l\

•t.

The men interested io getting up the
supper for the Universalist Good Cheer
supper of April 4th are asked to meet at
the vestry Tuesday of this week at 7:30

j P.

moath.

Pieman Kebekah Lodge,No.
.">1 fourth PrMays or each
.<
: : KelU'wa* Hall.
!*
Post, No. 148. meets
Kimball
K.
νν·
!:
λ
'· Saturday evening·» of eac.b
ti
ir : ι'
"
·,. A. K. Hall.
:
t;
Circle. Ladles of the G. A
"il::
κ
w
Jut a 1 third Saturday evening» .»f
Κ -J.tArini Hall.
«.rand
In
r. tin.
υ m et· tu
-, —.lu-iiua L. Chamt^erlaln (am
Τ
!:iy night after the full of the
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Π on. Albert R. Savage,

^ l^t^of
rr.r.hvr.vpiw'°
·>*: 5

Mrs. George Cummings of Mechanic
Falls, who has been visiting relatives on
Paris Hill, is now the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Wirt Stanley.

municipal.

r.ihu

years ago and covering a long period
the other a plan of the town of Rumford
admittedly not the original plan, bn
purporting to be a copy, and nnqnestion
ably of great age. These document)
were obtained from thebelrs of Tlmothj
Walker, one or the principal origina I
proprietors. Upon them the plaintif Γ
depended mainly for the survey madi
and in evidence in this case, while th<
defence depended principally upon land
marks and lines which it is asserted hav< >
been observed as such for a long perioi
of time.
Like most 'Mine cases," this was abou ;
as dull a case for spectators as could b<
imagined; and the slowness with whict
It generally moved was accentuated bj
I the constant tendency of the attorneys
and occasionally of the surveyors, to saj
ri'irtb when they meant south, or north
west when tbey meant northeast, or tc
miscall the number of a lot, or to *ai
"ninety-eight" when they meant 1908
There were times when the making and
correcting of these errors entitled thr
stenographer to have a case of nervous

Supreme Judicial Court.

The Sewer Again.

»">££

Wll'lam L. Haul. DtxBeld.
G. H. Rankin, Hlriim.
C. F. Tripp, ranton.
Clarence w. Shaw. Uuckfleld.
Walter L. Welch, Mexico.

SECOND JURY.
John E. Stephens, Rumford, Foreman.
Samuel N· Adame, Brownfleld.
George Alien, Hebron.
Edwin A. Barker, Bethel.
I>onald H. Bean. I'arls.
Elton L. Dunham, Greenwood.
L. L. Kimball, Albany.
Arthur F. Morrill. Norway.
Clarence G. Morton, Ρ trie*
Merrltt H. 01 lhara, Peru.
Herbert H. Rldlon, Porter.
Elmer H. Young, Bethel.
SUPERNUMERARIES.
C. Augustus Bonney, Sumner.
I>. J. McCov. Rumford.
Simon F. Tlbbetts, Denmark.

W. H. Kilgore of Waterford is the
Μ;
ieputy sheriff in charge of the grand
of this week.
Washington Harris, who has spent the
jury, and John Briggs of Canton and
the fam- winter at Mrs. A. O. Wheeler's, has gone
F. Needham of Hebron Station
Kay7: ad Tenfold ie visiting
Seorge
in
B. Penfold,
to Hebri>n.
ire the other two deputies in
ily of ί ■< brother, Ralph
Purtiaad for a week.
tb.l.« provides ttat -be. a luce, besides the jailer and the crier.
KINO DISTRICT.
.Kii/»
c»wnr
is constructed the mu ι
deThe call of tho docket resulted in the
TUB CRIMINAL BUSINESS.
Mie- à. L. Pratt of Yarmouth,
The school closed Friday, March 17, I'cipal officers shall ^etermine what lots shortest trial list in any term for some
in the milliThe grand jury did not have so strenuaijner (ΐ'Γ Mrs. L. C. Smiley
for the spring seaaou. what we think was a very successful ir irCels of land are benefited by sucn ι irae, and the assignments for trial were ous a time as at some terms, but kept
nery β:· re, i« here
term.
It was taught by Miss Ida May ,ewer and shall estimate and aseess upon ill made for the first week. Nothing
busy until Friday forenoon. At about
of the men's sup- Field.
date
in
the
uch l'ois such sums not exceeding eu
I van ready for trial on the first day.
Aprt 1'h
Friday evening there was a so
II o'clock they were finally excused, reSoCheer
Good
Tniversalist
as they may deem just and equ.t
ciable and all enjoyed the evening very
per f t■··.»
will be
porting the following indictments:
ROWE VS. HILL LUMBER CO.
much.
ciety. an ! a good entertainment
Tbey had speaking and dia- NMo
detwini tb. oo.t« «l««ob
William Bulman and Alfred Bulman. Breakprepared.
logues and all did their parts well. Tbey «ewer the whole amount not to exceed I After the arrival of the train Wednes- ing and entering and larceny.
of
case
had a pie supper which they all enjoyed
01 it. co«t. Tbl. I.
George H. Seavey. Assault, two indictments.
lay morning, work began on the
Mrs. Clara S. Chase, who has been
Mont. Chase. Nuisance.
They were sold at auction ,11 tbe abutter. of socb
Yesley P. Rowe vs. Hill Lumber Manu- A.
ves in Swampscott and Lynn, very much.
w th re.
Bell Dlcuslmo and Salavatoro Dlcaslmo. Nul·
mint Dav this amount whether they I acturing Co.
and for a a good price.
All the parties are of { sauce.
Mvs fur the past year, has returned to
or no,.
T. F. Thibodeau auctioneered them
».d 'bi.s«nr« irownfield, the defendant company be- CbarleJ Stasull*, alias Mike Bennett. NuiSooth i'aris.
ritrht to enter the sewer if they see nt. ι ng an organized corporation managed sance.
and they had plenty of fun. Miss Field
the
B. Belskl. Nuisance.
For the first time this winter,
will use the money she received to buy This tax is a lien upon the lands anc 11 >y Charles E. Hill, operating a lumber
Charles Boutkue. Nuisance.
"signal was blown Thursday somethiug to benefit the school. We mildings, and can be used to force
"ai*
uill in that town.
Joe Lougss. Nuisance.
Frank Janaecl. Nuisance.
m ro
^ and all schools were suspend- hope she will be as fortunate the next oent, so if you do not want to pay this, I
This suit was brought to recover damGeorge W. Carruthers. Nuisance.
ed for the day.
io not ask for a sewer.
term. Miss Field has already got enough
kges for an injury sustained by Rowe
Peter Bouchard. Nuisance.
vhile working in the Hill mill. Rowe
John Watts. Nul >ance, two Indictments.
up- to buy an organ and she has it now In
Kalpb E. Sturtevant was operated
George A. Johnson and William Thatcher.
here oo the school house. We all think she has
>egan work in October, 19ÛS, beinoj at Kulsance.
oo for appendicitis at his homo
as carpenter engagea on
done well. There are some very fine
irst
Lewistoo.
of
Webber
Dr.
employed
John
Glllln. Common seller.
Toesiay by
he work of finishing the mill, which
singers and players for little folks that
Jay L. Gregory. Common seller.
Be is doing well.
and we hope the or- ible men should pay in proporU°n
George A. Johnson and William Thatcher.
He also occasionally
vas a new one.
! ittend the school,
and depo»ltlng.
Mi4* L. Λ. Billings, who has been :>au will be a tine thing for them.
he benefit found by the officer»n
vorked at something else about the mill. Keeping
Fred Kuosell. Keeping and depositing.
in
..timate
If the officers fail to «"isij
ipeoiiiot; the winter with relatives
On the 29th of April, 1909, by
Charles Stasulls, alias Mike Bennett. Keeping
Contributed.
Boston, returned Tuesday to her home
can b. bad, bot tbl. mo.t te
ion of the foreman, Rowe and a man itid depositing.
Intent to extort
Theodore M. Twltchell.
it Willarti derrick's.
With the passing from earth of the iaid whether you enter the sewer or
.1 ïamed McLucas went to cutting shingle money.
a
as
Eastman
of
is
known
secures
Elizabeth
A.
I
what
Mist»
Wlllett. Three
the
on
Paris,
the
late
Wilfred
from
and
jolts
properly
payment
log
George Bradley
Tbe Kebekahs go to Auburn Tuesday
the rest pre- •iglit to enter the sewer, to those on its I, swing saw, which is hinged above and Indictments, two for breaking and entering, one
ofthnweekto visit Liberty Lodge. A a noble spirit eutered iuto
lor
larceny.
for those of whom tbe Saviour
julls out toward the operator, the table j Willie
I'rovost, Gus Provost, Wilfred Wlllett
special train has been Drocured aud the pared"Blessed are tbe
Towns are having controversies
pure in heart, for
said,
emainiog stationary. Rowe went to find George Bradley. Breaking and entering.
cents for the round trip.
ntes
they shall see God." Miss Eastman was he matter of sewers all o»er the stat
vorking the saw, while McLucas hand- < Stanley Barnls and Victor \ echus. Forgery.
(Je··. Β Crockett and Alton C. Maxim a woman of strong character, keen per- mt it seems to me the better way le lor 11 ed the other end of the log. The scarf1
Andy Peters, in an appealed case for
Board
ttteo led the meeting of the State
ceptions, and refined tastes. She was he corporate villages to have heicon, , >nd of the first log, a small one, was single sale, retracted hie plea and pleadas
on
Waterville
Wednesday,
at
ie
of Tra
beautiful of New
rol and care of the «ame and iMowne
quared, and when the saw was pulled ed guilty Saturday morning, and the
I born iu one of tbe most
delegates from the South Paris Board of Hampshire towns, and early learned to 1Ped drains and sewers to take awa>i< >ut to cut off the first bolt, it went into «entence of the lower court, a fine of $50
that
the
Trade.
loveliness
.vatersfrom the wave in towns within I Howe's right foot on the inside of the and costs of 87
appreciate and enjoy
70, was affirmed.
inllauee the town do euch part as
meets the eye in that valley
Ii nstep, going in about two inches and
Alfred P. Libby pleaded guilty to an
Thursday was emphatically the rough- everywhere
and
mountains.
and
The
found
half
in
two.
the
( cutting the foot about
early part
just toaeelet,
equitable
indictment for nuisance found at the
fit day of the winter, thermometer but aruoug
was passed in a pleasant and
t,e just toward sections needing assist
Rowe was taken to the Maine General preceding term, and it was continued
little above zero for the day, a howling of her life
in
P«the
and
remainwhere
he
in
a
happy
during
Portland,
ilospital
high prosperous home,
«nw storm in the morning and
lor sentence, he being allowed to go.
and care free days of her girlhood, she
Norway has obtained power and rights id three weeks. He was confined to | William Balman of Waterford, and Alviod all day.
her
of
and
cultivation
to
construct
time
to
the
for
her
months
much
(
for
some
village
:rutches
longer,
corporation
gave
fred Bulman of Norway, boys, pleaded
Mrs. F. E. Porter brought her eon tuiud and tbe development of the artistic iewere, and why not South Paris village : lis foot is yet tender and he is noraeguilty to the charge of breaking and
Ernes: home the tirst of last week from talent which she possessed. Some year· 1o the same, and the town do what is vhat lame, though the
surgeons in their j entering the etore of Bear Mountain
at
Portland,
Maioe
General
the
Hospital
after the death of her father, her brother ju»t in care of highway improvement statement say that he will eventually
(Irange at Waterford, and stealing some
where he had been for some weeks. He removed to Paris, Maine, md she ac- ind drainage? Tbe only trouble is in ] iave a
fairly usable foot.
jickkuives and $2.50 in money. Judge
-L.i I.
>V lllij. tuviu^,
companied the family to the new home. properly arranging, and not crowding by
Savage deferred action in their case until
invalid
her
Dither side. Several parties interested >ened at the time of the accident, that : 1.,
Aiired Η. Jackson will in about a For a long time she gave
that
when
bave
saw
and
m Western Avenne improvement
; Fred Russell of Rumford pleaded not
s, how did it happen, and was the
w«ek 'pen a grocery store in the store mother the teuderest care,
was no longer hers, she unstated to me if a sewer could be con- lefective in construction? The position
owoe·1 by Geo. A. Briggs, formerly occu- filial duty
truiltv to an indictment for keeping and
to
th·
welfare
«ο
as
to
be
convenient
herself
atrueted
had
little
devoted
there, jf the plaintiff is that Rowe
j depositing liquor.
pied a< the Cook candy «tore and more selfishly
befor
would
sums
motherless
never
be-1
her
brother's
of
children,
pay good flattering
tbey
knowledge of the saw, having
John Gillin of Rnmford pleaded not
recently by the A. E. Shurtleff Co.
coming, in very truth, their loviog and the privilege of entering the same, and fore worked at it except for a short time
to au indictment for common
Advertised letters and cards in South trusted counsellor and frieud. She met together with fairness can not this be jd two occasions to saw a few slabs, and guilty
seller.
Paris post office March 20:
of
its
warned
the vicissitudes of life with a fine cour- met jnstly to all?
never having been
danger; ;
I o« N'attroourte (eanl.)
If my statute is just like all others for that he pulled the saw forward, and
Jf'*·
age, rejoicing in the sunshine, walking
Mil
ATTACKS SCHOOL PRINCIPAL.
is
in
and
one
state
some
the
this
small
shadows,
half
the
about
when
strictly
log, ;
wrong
through
perthrough
bravely
Η. N. Baiter.
E· S. K1 l«r (ourd.)
forming tbe duties of life with a sereuity complying and fairly obeying its de- it bound and jumped forward, breaking! A severe attack on school principal,
and cheerfulness that was an inspiration mands, and who is it?
the unsawod part of the log, and caught j Cbas. B. Allen of Sylvania, Ga., is thus
Six inches more of loose enow Sunday
H. G. Brown.
Kuwe's trousers leg and foot, which told by him. "For m-ire than three
to every one about her.
mgbr intensified the wintry look, though,
She was a diligent and discriminating
were beyond the edge of the saw table, years," he writes, "I suffered indescribThe street
a* unu.ual, it was not cold.
with
all
the
»nd pulled them in. There was testi- able torture from rheumatism, liver and
reader and kept in touch
car got «, ver to the Square at 8 o'clock
:
The
Court
Meeting.
Temperance
altbe
of
movements
world, and,
mony that the saw struck a piece of iron F'omach trouble and diseased kidneys.
Mon :ay morning.
Well, spring is irreat
; hough in tbe last years of her life, her
of the little notice given, tbe in the saw table so as to break the tips ; All remedies failed till I used Electric
Because
of
Fourth
is
the
so
July.
com:a_', »nd
body became enfeebled, her faculties very whippy condition of the streets, and from some of the teeth and stop tho saw. Hitters, but four bottles of this wonderA very enjoyable occasion was the were undimuied, and she retained her a number of Mated church and other There was nothing on the saw frame ful remedy cured me completely." Such
March meeting of the Delta Alphas nterest in all things until the end. She «•vents here and at Norway, the attend- except the belt striking a cross piece to results are common. Thousands blest
Tbari Uy evening held with Miss Grace is gone, but tbe memory of her useful ance at tbe court temperance meeting prevent the saw from coming out farther them for curing stomach trouble, female
than was necessary to cut the logs, and complaint·,
Dudley when Mise Dudley and Miss and well-ordered life will ever be cherish- Tuesday evening was rather small.
kidney disorder·, biliousGames ed in the hearts of those who loved her.
Charlotte Giles entertained.
Clerk of Courts Charles F. Whitman, it is the contention of the plaintiff that ness, and for new health and vigor. Try
8 C E*
•ere } ayed and refreshments served.
wbo is the prim· mover in these meet- tbe accident happened because of tho them. Only COc. at tbo C. H. Howard
in Co.'a pharmacy.
Ten members were present.
March 10, 1911.
ngs, called the assembly to order, and improper construction of the saw,
:isked (Ion. W. H. Eastman to preside. that it was not properly checked from
Mr*. A. E. Littlerield, who has been
Resolutions
so
Mr. Eastman took the chair, and asked coming out, and that it "wabbled,"
here with Mr. Littledeld for the past
A check has been received by Π. 0.
Whereas; in the death of Comrade I M. il. Han.lin of Waterford, tbe fore- as to bind in the stick and jump.
iew months while he has been engaged
of Caribou, which runs a close
Spencer
fow
the
tbe
Tucker
of
P.
the
the
other
o£fer
On
the
first
traverse
to
man of
hand,
position
jury,
m corrector in building the new Meth- George
second to the one drawn in favor oi
G. A.
Kimball
enW.
K.
due
of
Post,
the
was
is
that
accident
defence
members
prayer.
odist cl.urcb, has returned to her home I
Grover Cleveland, after his term of oflkf
Α. Κ realizing the great loss which they
After prayer Mr. Eastman said that be tirely tu tbe carelessness of tbe operator;
a check
•o Portland.
Mr. Littlefield will be enand the still greater lose trusted the email attendance was not tbe that he stood with his foot in line with had expired, when he receivod
have
sustained,
for one cent, the balance of the amount
Raged f>n his contract for some weeks to the dear wife, who is herself a helpMaine has the oncoming saw, and that when the
measure of our enthusiasm.
jet.
due bim ou bis salary. Mr. Spencer'i
less invalid, it is therefore
long been the Dirigo state, and partly Haw went through tbe small log with check called for three cents, being hit
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Lord of Beverly,
Reso'.ved, That it is but a just tribute because of her prohibitory liquor law little effort, and ho was still pulling on
interest in a bankrupt firm
"4M w«re recent guests here, accom- to the memory of our departed comiade Tbis law is good in spite of all that is the lever which brings the saw forward, proportionate
to whom he bad returned some goods
from
our
his
removal
the
United
in
of
that
was
an
is
not
the
saw
to- "ay
•aid against it. Resubmission
pan.ed by Chester Stanley
unavoidably brought against the firm
going into bankruptcy before
shoe Machinery Co. With Mr. Lord's midst we mourn for one who was, as a issue now, but the question la, what his foot.
the goods reached their deatlnation.
reour
of
the
conducted
Hon.
S.
and
worthy
they
James
citizin,
tbe
issue
of
retainMrs.
Elizabeth
we
do
to
meet
soldier
Edgerly,
shall
Wright
••■ter,
case for the plaintiff, and Ε. E. Hastings,
'Pent a few days at their camp at Island spect and kindly regards. We shall miss ing prohibition.
KILLS A MURDERER.
"jDii, and had good luck at pickerel the cheerful voice and helpful deeds of
Rev. T. N. Kewley of South Paris was Esq., was associated with him. F. V.
Matthews of Portland conducted the
onr dear comrade who has gone before called upon, and declared that prohibiA merciless murderer is Appendicitii
fishing through the ice.
that beautiful home above.
with many victims, but Dr. King'· New
tion is sot ineffective. No law is inef- caso for the defence.
''· E· Barrows, Robert Paterson and us to
This case was given to the jury a little Life Pills kill it by prevention. Thej
Resolved, That we, the members of fective. Tbe trouble is not with any
β u Haggett were in Portland the first
bethe
to
The jury gently stimulate stomach, liver anc
W. K. Kimball Post, extend
Uw, but with the people who should en- after 10 o'clock Thursday.
ast week to attend the annual conreaved wife and relatives our sincere j force it. License makes not for tbe was allowed to go to Moulton's restau- bowels, preventing that clogging tba
vention of the Maine branch of the
the
but
with
for
but
for
rant
moral elevation of man,
dinner,
exception invites appendicitis, caring Constipation
degrada*a iona Master Horseshoers' Protective sympathy.
Resolved, That these resolutions bel tion. Behind the demand for license is of that time was out until after 5 o'clock Headache, Biliousness, Chills. 25c. a
A»eoç:,»tjon. A banquet was held at the
our Post, and the
of
a ver- the C. H. Howard Co.'· pharmacy.
records
it
when
returned
tbe
the
of
those
in
the
for
on
afternoon,
upon
part
greed
gain
'
raltaonth Monday
evening, and the spread
manhood.
He quoted dict for the plaintiff of $000.
a copy sent to the Oxford Democrat for
who traffic in
oQsiaese sessions were on Tuesday.
some good temperance talk from Sam
publication.
A tree believed to be 200 years ol(
Committee
Mrs Nancy Whitman, who was 84
Π. H. Maxim,
Jones and from Governor Hanly, and HAYFORD VS. DAVIS, ADMINISTRATOR. has
)
just been felled in Topsham. Ac
on
T. F. Hathaway, >·
said he was strongly in favor of continuyears of age last summer, visited her
Immediately after the Rowe-Hill case cording to a count of rings at the but
bad gone to the jury, work began on the the tree has
W. S. Stakbikd, J Resolutions.
«auHfcter. Miss Nellie Whitman, at
ing prohibition in the constitution.
passed the two centur]
Hebron Academy Sunday, taking with
Clerk of Courts Whitman, being called case, William Γ. Hayford vs. Vomer H. mark declared an old woodsman whi
South Paris, March 20th, 1911.
of
the
estate
er Miss Alice
upon, said that he feared he had failed Davis, administrator of
Knight and Mr. and Mrs.
oxamined the marking·. The tree meas
Harold H. Gammon.
She began arin his duty in making arrangement· for Alonzo F. Cox. Mr. Hayford lives In nred 42 inches across the stump, tw<
Reports from the Schools.
for
the
was
in
This
suit
it
that
he didn't announce
Hartford.
this meeting,
brought
mements for the trip at 5:30
feet from the ground.
many weeks ago, so that other affairs board and care for Mr. Cox during the
morning, and was quite busy all day, inThe following are tbe names of those
Mr.
life.
weeks
hi·
of
the
clash
not
with
it.
The
last
of
the
several
forty-one
might
question
specting
buildings
Shake Into Tour Shoe·
not absent one-half day from the ShurtThere must be Cox, who had no near relatives, was at
now before us is vital.
*cademy during her visit.
the antiseptic powder. It rc
leff Intermediate:
How Mr. Hayford's, and was afflicted with Allen'» Foot-Ease,
no license in the state of Maine.
llevcs hot, tired, aching, swollen, sweating feel
About two hundred were present to Amy Doble,
Gladys Hatch,
do you think South Paris would be asthma and a heart trouble. Tbe de- and makes walking easy. Takes the sting out ο
long
Marlon
Hollts,
«joy Homing NiKht of Hamlin Lodge, Olive HUUer,
the model village that it is if It had a fence did not deny that compensation corns and bunions. Over so.noo testimonial*
Kay Thurlow.
Louise Powers,
at pythi»n H»H Friday evening.
Everywhere, 25c. Don't accept any sub
saloon?
should be given the Hayford family, but Sold
licensed
are:
tk
one
absent
day
Those
stl ute.
only
Qe address of welcome was givea by J.
sample FREE. Allen S. Olmsted, h
1M
J. H. Bean briefly declared his un- objected to the amount claimed, which Uoy, Ν. Y.
Pennlson,
Robert
A. ivenney.
Shaw's Orchestra played Bessie Campbell,
at
writ
stand
for
in
the
$30.00 per
temperance, was placed
Henry Wood worth.
compromising
tva Becord,
uring the evening, and there were soloe
as
was
and
in
the
chief
the
effort
controversy
and urged organization
week, and
Asxie M. JE.vNK, Teacher.
Born.
Kuby Clark, Miss Marion Ever
to tbe amount of care required by Mr.
J.it and Miss
present contest.
Helen Barnes, and readings
a
for
out
of
Rumford
after
mentioned
Town Election.
E.
Cox.
The
J.
being
Stephens
jury
Refreshment»
y Frank L. Starbird.
In Paris, March 7, to the wife of Fletcher A
his Sunday School class of boys from 14 short time returned a verdict of $820.00.
Parlln. a daughter.
and
ere served and
games were played,
of
and
asked
court.
if
the
law
thero
was
will
to
case
to 17 years
The
age,
In Paris, March 14, to the wife of Rcglnali
go
MAOALLOWAT PLANTATION.
»>· evening was
very enjoyable.
a son.
Dyer for plaintiff; Tascus Atwood of Cummlngs,
any man who would stand before those
March », 1911.
In Locke's Mills, March 1%. to the wife of I
that
tell
them
he
it
defendant.
and
for
Auburn
thought
k Andrews, who came her<
boys
C. Whitman, a son.
Moderator, LewU Leavttt.
would be a good thing for them to have
In Hanover, March 9, to the wife of John L
Assessors, Lewis Lesvltt, D. A. Cameron, C.
_œ Canton, Mass., a few months since
M'CKILLIS VS. TEBBET8.
where they
an open saloon in town,
Dyer of Oxford, a daughter.
" been 'n the employ of the Parii ( A. Bennett
Treasurer. H. W. Ftckett.
y
could go to drink when they pleased.
The case of Lulu L. McCrillis of Rum■anufacturing Co., died at midnigh
Collector. Q. H. York.
He pledged bimself to do what he could ford vs. E. L. Tebbete, formerly a spool
S S. CommUtee. C. A. Bennett.
«'day night at the homo of C. A. Mars
Married.
Llttlebale.
A.
L.
in
Commissioner.
the constitution. manufacturer at Locke'· Mills, who has
Koa'l
to retain prohibition
wbefe he bas boarded. He hai
w_
of Schools, A. W. Llnnell.
Superintendent
N. G. Foster of Mexico spoke briefly, died since the suit was brought, was In
00.
of
$3.639
ammint
Pneumonia for about ι
appropriations,
Total
In Bethel, March 1«, by Rev. J. H. Little, Mi
referring to liquor as tbe great evil of the form of an action of trover to recover Leon
father and mother were witl
Suite road. $400.00.
E. Maxim and Miss Laura R. Cole, bot
ν■
j
the day.
Highways and bridges, $900 00.
for certain spool bars' bad by the de- of Paris.
during the |Mt 0f his illness. H< Schools,
$73.00.
a
of
Hamlin
made
Waterford
M
M.
be
the
***· °' ■**. unmarried, and
fendant. Tbe question at issue waa
School books, $30 00.
g:
«his father and mother, is snrrivet
good temperance talk, paying little heod location of the line between Lot 87 in
Plantation charges, $2,(Λ).00.
Died.
to the legal phase of the question, but the Third Division in Rumford, owned
°y other members of the family. Th
Card of Thanks.
dealing with its moral aspects.
ams were
taken on Saturday t
the plaintiff, and Lot 40 in the Third
by
of tbe G. A
In South Paris, March 17, Octavlus W. Fullei
Closing remarks were made by Chair- Division, now owned by Joseph A. PenI wish to thank members
* former home of tb
70 years.
*^er®
funeral and buria R., Odd Fellowa, friends sod neighbor! man Eastman, comparing the alleged ley, but on which the biroh had been aged
In South Paris, March 18, Alvah L. Andrewi
in mj failure of tbe prohibitory law with the
••re to be.
sold. These lots are on the east side ol aged 23 years.
for their kindness sod sympathy
thank
to
Also wish
failure which he Instanced of the laws Ellis
iu West Paris, March 12, Mrs. Ann (Andrews
River, in North Rumford. A quan
grest bereavement.
fe of 8am uel Estes, aged 76 years.
Fa,,er died at his bom
against murder and other laws which do tity of birch was cut which tbe plaintif! wlIn
all who sent dowers.
Cincinnati, O., March IS, Mrs. Eunice I
in
Tuckbb.
P.
not do away entirely with tbe evils
P*rie *'"·«· on March 17, »g
Mbs. Geo.
defendant
the
while
on
sayi
was
Barton,
37,
aged 80 rears, 9 months.
■ays
are
which
neverbut
In West Buckfleld, Mar. 6, Nellie Jeanett
tbey
against
aimed,
d*y·· He reeid·
it was on 40. Mr. Stevenson and Judgi
with matches ii theless no civilized
♦'
in
of Irving and Ina Smith, aged 1 yea
daughter
would
think
t0Wn ,or more than thirty year»
children
plsying
people
By
Foster were counsel for the plaintiff, 4 months.
d.
burned to destl of doing without them.
°' "·· charter members c
tbe barn, one child was
for tbe defence.
In Bethel, March 14, George W. Fernald, age
and
Mr.
de
were
Wright
°ϋβ
thn
βδ years.
Parie Baptist church. Η
and s whole eet of buildings
Henry Nelson of Rumford was tbi about
The chili I
March 14, Elmer V. Walker, age
In
st Webster Tueedsy.
Mr·· Omelia Fuller, an
the plaintiff, anc 09 Oxford,
stoyed
by
Mi
employed
of
surveyor
$oo
MILLIONS
OP
HAS
years.
• son
FRIENDS.
E Fuller, who is emploj
burned was the two-year-old
In Norway, March 14, PhlUp Soucy, aged >
W. H. Jen ne of South Paris the surreyoi
olde
an
With
ν
•din'tk
How would you like to number youi employed by the defenoe, and each ο
years, 11 months, 14 days.
Ho*P't«l, Newton Loi aod Mrs. Irving Goes.
child thl
•r
in Hanover, March 12, Charles K. Vlrgl
sister end s little Galllgher
·1·ο a brother. Williat
friends by millions as Bucklen'a Arnioi them had a plan which was used in tb<
wit
bsrn
the
In
aged 78 years.
1. »„ .·· >*«··;
• trial.
o!
doe·?
Its
little fellow was playing
in
th<
location
Salve
cure·
Indiana, and
in
tbe
difference
The
astounding
In Oxford, March 9, Davis B. Wood, aged
becam
•ister
matches. The inatohe·
ϋβηβτ* Dresser, of Turn·
some
It's th< ι tbe disputed line Is about fifty rods.
years.
t past forty year· made them.
caugb
chaff
snd
Main·
In Rnmford, Feb 10, John Emery Elliott.
hay
the
dry
beet Salve in tbe world for sore·, ulcer·
'riends offer their syo
ignited and
In the conrae of the trial two very ol(
In Greenwood, March 15, Olive Cole, wife
Path»'» J ?ny
clothing canght flr B
β
corns
borne. The fi
Oi fire. The child's
boll·,
were introduced by the plain
burn·,
eoald·,
out·,
eczema,
documenta
Kraatas
ws
ι
Bryant, aged 82 years. 9 months.
death
fiasses
In Bethel, March IS, Mrs. Fannie Elliabet
bruises tiff, one a book purporting to be thi )
and by inhaling the
h· beld at the Baptii
sprains,
swellings,
eye·,
η , sore
was
There
ΰ
'bnrrH
widow of Randall Cnmmlngs.
Has
no
for
thi
of
caused before help cssae.
cold
sore·.
25c
March 20, at 1 p. m
equal
records of tbe orglnal proprietor·
pile·.
! In Woodstock, March 17, George E. Steven
and cow were als d it
Bsv *
*'* °®ci«Ung. The lot·
insurance. A horse
thaC. H. Howard Co.
town-<of Rumford, beginning abouti» aged about 18 years.
^ b· »t Riverside Cemetery.
horned.
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Our Beputation and Money
inspected
are Back of This Offer.

Tbe county commissioners
the new municipal courtroom this week.
We pay for all the medicine used
The building is now nearly ready to be
tbe trial, if oar remedy fails to
turned over to the tenante. The new daring
relieve you of constipation,
court room will be a very convenient and completely
no)

rather attractive

room.

assembly

The annual

of

was

Friday evening.

served and

business
banquet
social hour enjoyed by all.
A special -meeting of the Board of
Trade was held at Engine House Hall on
Tuesday evening, the 14th, at which a

Ing'e

was

a

a

Advance Showing

SMILEY

OF

are

in any way whatever,
Could any
If yoa accept onr offer.
thing be more fair for you? In there
hesitate tc
any reason why you ahould
pat oar claims to a practical test?
The most acientiflc, commonsense
treatment is Rexall Orderlies, which arc
eaten like candy.
They are very pronounced, gentle and pleasant in action,
and particularly agreeable in every way.
They do not cause diarrhoea, nausea,

Oxford Coun- obligated

held in
Business,
annual reporte, cltctionof officers and
official visit by Κ. I. G. M., James H.
Witherell of Oakland. After tbe evenMasonic Hall

Too

We take all the rlik.

cil, No. 14, R. and S. M.,

to as

Coats.
and
Suits
Spring

■

our desirable line
Do not miss an opportunity to look over
have
we
improved this
Although
new industry was discussed.
of New Suite and Coats.
are particOrderlies
Rexall
whatever.
The Beat's Hotel, being the only pubare now better able than ever
for children, aged and deli- department every season we
lic house in the two towns, has been ularly good
closed out every last
cate persons.
to serve you. In our recent sale we
filled with court people who have been
to try Rexall Oiderlies al
We
you
urge
tbe
of
term
is on our racks.
Supreme our risk. Two sizes, 10c and 25c. Re season's
attending the March
garment, so not one old garment
Judicial pourt at South Paris. They all
in
a few days
Remedies
within
Rexall
can
arrived
get
member, you
suit or coat in our store has
find first class entertainment.

flatulence, griping

any inconvenience

or

Every

community only at our More—Tbe
Rexall Store. Chas. H. Howard Co.

Every garment has been
from the leading style centers.
were of the very best
that
those
and
only
carefully selected
Are You Deaf?
been allowed considerhave
and
style
material, workmanship
pleasing.
the Cause,
is
hundred
Catarrh
one
garments, and
Probably
than
more
with
now
stricken
was
pneuation. We have
Philip Soucy
monia and after a few days' sickness
a full line of
Cause.
have
the
We
Get Bid of
new ones are arriving every day.
died at his Water Street hom»* Tuesday.
If you have catarrh and have constant
most fashionthe
of
all
in
He was born in St. Andre, P. Q., March
Ladies' and Misses Suite and Coats
ringing noiRes in your ears look into the
at
over
30, 1869. He is survived by a widow matter at once.
them
your earliest
able colors and creations. Look
and two daughters, seven and four years
It's a pretty sure sign that catarrh in
select from.
to
assortment
a
order to have good
of age. He came to Norway in 1898,
spreading and is making its way through convenience in
and purchased his home on Water Street. the Eustachian tubes that lead from the
He was a Catholic, Republican, a hard nose to the ears.
working man. He vas a good citizen
When catarrh get* to tbe ears partial
and respected by all. Services at St. deafness follows. If you bave ringing
SUITS, (Not an old one in the lot.)
Catherine's church on Thursday morn- noises in
your ears go to-day and get a
in a graceful semi-fitted
ing. Interment at Lewiston.
HYOMEI outfit and drive out catarrh.
SUIT of extra fine quality blue India twill. Coat
Crepe paper ball will take place at the
To cure catarrh HYOMEI should be model trimmed with wide nilk braid and is lined throughout with Skinner's satin.
Opera House Tuesday evening, March breathed through a pocket inhaler for
match coat. PRICE #25 00.
Π.
21st. Manager Fred
Cummings. about three minutes, four or five times Skirt is seven gored, braid trimmed to
Floor manager, G.
Stearns' orchestra.
25 inch c >at lined with Skinner1· satin,
A
French
serge
of
a day.
Just pour a few drops into tbe
SUIT
imported
L. Curtis; aids, J. N. Favor, Ronello bard rubber inhaler and breathe it for a
Skirt with side inverted plait·.
braid.
silk
wide
revers and collar trimmed with
Tho supper and entertainment at tbe
Universalist church
Tuesday evening
Tlio supper as usual
was well attended.
was first class while the farce was most

Several
BIckne'l and
Harry I.uck.
dresses made of crepe paper are on exhibition in the Prince store.
Philip Jacobs' horse ran down Main
Street Monday from Bridge and Whitman Streets.
The horse cleared himself
from tbe pnng at the Elm House and
started down the sidewalk for his home
in South Paris. Made things take notice
for a few minut«s.
The W. C. T. U. gave their annual
supper and sale at Grange Hall Wednesday afternoon and evening. Following
the supper a drama was presented by
Ed
Alton Whitehead,
Burnell, Win
Flanders, Ray Brooks, Rolli'i Dinsmore,
Walter Chandler, Mrs. Mae Stevens, V.
A. Dingley, Tena C. Tubbs, and Gertrude
L. Murphy.
Miss Ethel Wentworth gave a recital,
assisted by her pupils, Saturday evening,
Marion
at the Methodist parsonage.
Haskell, violinist, assisted. The pro-

gramme was very

pleasing.

Tuesday evening, a party of young
ladies assembled at the home of Mrs.

John

H.

organized

Fletcher

a

on

Main Street and

society of tbe Daughters of

tbe King. The officers are:
President— Mrs. J. H. Fletcher.
Vice· President—M re. O. 0. Rich.
Sec and Treas.—Verna D. Nelson.

this

few minutes.
blue and black. PKICE $18.00.
It kills the germs; soothes the irrita- Colors,
tailored model lined with
SUIT of grey herring bone worsted. Coat is a plain
tion; heals the inflammation; stops
Sit}.50.
PRICE
coat.
match
to
skirt
hawking, spitting and snuffing.
Plain
satin.
Skinner's
HYOMEI keeps the throat free from
Skirt baa
satin lining.
SUIT of eerge. Coat is cut very plain with Skinner's
mucus and prevents crusts in nose.
50.
PRICE
fid
black.
which
blue and
HYOMEI outfit

The complete

pleated sections. Colors,
and lined throughout
SUIT of fine quality sergo. Coat is butten trimmed
and copen·
with good quality satin. Skirt to match. Colors, black, navy, green
hagen. PRICE «15 00.
Skirt ha·
SUIT of fine quality serge. Coat is Venetian lined, very plain.
and
black
band.
green.
Blue,
plaited flounce, section headed by shaped

includes the little indestructible hard
rubber inhaler, a bottle of HYOMEI and
*imple instructions for use costs $1.00.
Separate bottles of HYOMEI costs 50
at

cents

druggists everywhere,

at

or

who sell on
Try it to-day for
money back plan.
catarrh, coughs, colds or sore throat.
Free trial bottle by addressing Booth's
Hyomei Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.

Chas.

H.

Co.'s

Howard

PRICE 112.50.

SUIT of novelty mixture.

Skirt has front

We Relieve All
Eye Troubles
that

glasses

will

Tho

village schools closed
Friday. There will

term on

tion of two weeks

before

term.

button trimmed Persian collar with
Skirt has piping·
is satin lined.
and
cuffs
and
pockets
just a touch of Persian
of black satin. Colors, tan and navy. PRICE 315.00.
PRICE f10 00.
SUIT of blue diagonal with striped Venetian lining.
Coat has

remedy and there

of Junior coat· in
UISSES' LONG COATS. We have in a good assortment
in herring bone worsteds and blue serge·.
also
covert
and
diagonals,
light,
not tan, grey
PROPER
PRICES 17.5· to
All that is new in Persian moire and braid trimmed garments.
remedy.
$12.50.
is
Tbe use of the knife and drugs
lined with Skinner'·
LADIES' SHORT COATS in black serges and panamas
If your eyes
every day abused.
and
$10.00.
$7.50
f0.00,
twills.
durable
PRICES,
and
satin, Venetians
require the services of a surgeon
WE TELL YOU SO,
that

is to come
way you can appreciate our garments
and try them on and notice the perfect fit and style, combined
with moderate prices.
The

only

RICHARDS,

the winter
be a vacathe spring

few Norway

It is understood that a

military boys are looking forward to experiences iti the Mexico-Texas affaire.

SOUTH PARIS.

A FIERCE NIGHT ALARM

Ill Ml

is tbe hoarse,'startling cough of a child
suddenly attacked by croup. Often it

aroused Lewis Chamblin of Manchester,
O., [R. R. No. 2] for their four children

NORWAY, MAINE.

OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1910.
"Somewere greatly subject to croup.
♦ 31,090 00
times in severe attacks," he wrote, "we Real Estate
43,30·} 00
Mortgage Loans
0
were afraid they would die, but since we Collateral Loans,
2,696,710 00
Bonds,
proved what a certain remedy Dr. King's stocks and
39
177,37.·»
and
Bank,
Office
In
Cash
New Discovery is, we have no fear. We
405,9$6 14
Agents' Balances,
0
rely on it for croup and for coughs, colds Bills Receivable,
do
31,055 97
Interest and Rents,
or any throat or lung trouble." So
0
Assets
other
All
So
you.
thousands of others.
may
Asthma, Hay Fever, La Grippe, Whoop$ 3,391,125 50
Gross Assets,
it. Deduct Items not admitted,
1,884 20
before
fly
ing Cough, Hemorrhages
50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free. Sold
$3,339,241 30
Admitted Assets,
by the C. II. Howard Co.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1910.
$ 383,845 65
Net Unpaid Losses
This Will Interest Mother·.
2,151,651 65
Unearned Premiums
35.000 00
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children All other Liabilities,
400,000 00
relieve Feverlshness, Headache, Dad Stomach, Cash Capital
433,944 00
Teething Disorders, move and regulate the Surplus over all Liabilities,
Rowels and destroy worms. They break up
φ 3,339,24130
Colds In 24 hours. Used by mothers for 22 year*. Total liabilities and Surplus,
All Druggists,25c. Sample Free. Address, A. S
\V. J. WHEELER A CO.. Agents,
11-14
Ν.
Y.
Olmsted, LeRoy,
South Parle, Maine.
12-14

WANTED.

BLUE STORES.

You may

Live poultry.
send card and will call.

it is a
value of

depends
ner

South Paris, Me.

fares.

R. I. RED EGGS.

double

Pure bred, single
comb. 50 cents per setting.
RALPH HEMINGWAY,
South Paris.
12 tf
and

1'ARIS, ME., to
Nelson, Vancouver, Victoria,

/

Wash.
battle!Spokane,^facoma,
$
Portland, Oreg.
San
San

Francisco, Los AngeUM.
Dlcfto, Cal.

"iSS'SXma»"ι»1»»'

&***β

Second-hand Parlor Coal Stove,
cheap if taken at once.
GEO. C. FERNALD,
South Paris.
12
Lillian M. McGinley,

For

cars

Infornrntlon^app

SHi ,y?°p

Uc0

^

Me.,

»'

may

on

remarkable

the class of

and upon the

We want you to see our new Kirschbaum and Adler's Collegian Clothes
section.
which we specialize and sell exclusively in this
no better
is
there
convinced
If we were not thoroughly
not constantly
clothing made at the price, we would

Λ

oi

—

^.Ct°r"w.' tln\

Pari·, Maine,
Agent for the four-threaded Flexible Instep
Hone, for men, women and children, le prepared
t·» eliow her friends ttnd customers a line line of
foreign and domestic Walstlng* and Suitings In
hII Wool, Silk, Poplins, Pongees, Dotted Muslins,
Mercerized Voiles, Dimities, Katltses, Mohairs,
fancy Ginghams, and many other good· In dif- could bo more fair,
ferent styles which are too numerous to mention,
viso can show laces, over laces, and a Une line

to a

ployed,

It Is Curable.
Djlp.p..»

man-

tit.

tn|n(

charge.

of similar siyiu«
further

carrying

garment

the

trimmings used, the
class of tailoring em-

''«"'"S'Md.ji1"«Κ»'·»· Bî5'J

first and .econd. claw ckew on
ling
Connection m
nominal

For Sale.

pends,

„Λ„
TOURIST sleepingi car

l.„,c

a

on

in which it is made

extent,

$52.15
▼

)

thor-

Good
and trimmed.
cloth with poor tailoring and poor fitting
qualities make a most
unsatisfactory garment, no matter what
you pay for it.
The real worth of a
suit or a raincoat de-

GRAND TRUNK SYSTEM
reduced

GEORGE M. ELDER,

not

realize it, but
fact that the true

oughly

RAILWAY

Pullets for sale ;

π

plain

Coat has moire collar and cuffs and is satin lined.
PRICE $12.50.

flounce.

on

troubles
eye
will
GLASSES

few

but

are

S.

Bcbool.

panel

and

SUIT of good quality serge.

Meetings every Tuesday evening. Purpose, as an aid to the Episcopal church.
Mr. and Mrs. Giles Frost have moved
but except in the case of Cataract
from the Ansel Cushman farm on Frost
and such, the knife may prove most
Hill to the Woodsum place on Marston
iqjurioua.
Street. Mrs. Ansel Cushman will reside
with her children in the village.
TRY OUR DRUQLESS,
D. S. Sanborn ie confined to his home KNIFELESS SYSTEM FIRST.
with a severe cold.
Owing to tbe severely cold weather
Thursday there was but one session of

j

remaining'

Tou Take No Bisk.

NOBWAY.

recommend them

to our customers.

South

fri.1 w'lll ««'tbJ^'ïeM nil'ed

DO NOT FORGET- -Wc have connections
business in Suits,
a special order house and do a nice
satisfactory»
This is

R'™<

oiSSrjrr-

of auto scarfs. Would like to have all call and
»ee this large line of goods before buying else12

where.

ASSESSORS' NOTICE.

The Assessors of the Town of Paris hereby
In
1
give notice to all persons llabt to taxation
said town, that they will be In session at the
on
said
In
Town,
Paris.
South
Assessors' Office,
M.
Saturday, the first day of April, at nine A.list·
till four v. M., for the purpose of receiving
of the polls and estates taxable In said town.
All such persons arc hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assossors true and perfect
lists of their polls and all their estates, real and
oersonal, not by law exempt from taxation,
which they wero possessed of, or which they

held

as
trustee or

guardian,

we

^^^'iVcent

Dyspepsia Tab

hereby appointed.
WILLIAM C. STEARNS, )
| Assessors.
FRANK A. PARRAR,
CHARLES W. BOWKER, J
12-13
1911.
Paris, Me., March 20th,

Water Company.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Notice Is hereby given that the annual meeting
of the People's Water Company, for the election
of offlcors for the ensuing year and any other
business that may lefcallv come before said meetIn
ing, will be held at the offlce of the Treasurer
-Outh Paris, on Saturday, April 1st, 1911, at Ave

}

NORWAY.

Reduced Prices on
Winter Underflannels !

JOBBING.
I bave hired a first-class horsesboer

and

am

ready for all kind, of BlackamU
Clipping at my ehoj

Work and Horse
on

Church Street.
H. P.

MILLETT,
Sonth Paris.

Π-13

Red and Black, Half Price.
25 cent goods 20 cents.
"
"
"
39
50

Notice.

3*fSc»ntdue

Whereas my
provocation. I here
l»ed and
her on my accoun
by warn all Ρ«™°β'Γ"!
ber contracting
as I shall pay no further b,fle 0f
c FRYE.

b(?^^ln, trVeting
™«Α°άΒ8

Paris, Maine. March Πι1911

$1.00

No More Dandruff.
What to Making Clean

Scalps.

>

Is a balr dressing c»
which Is now sold in

every

w

BwSSV*'iulmt,

"C™ X-22.

proportion.

b»

„

iS-ifflSi- SB"?Utg
ill

"

Sizes are broken and
·«! ; to close them.

ntCt^"dir.t,d5d^ar«ll
Milt*·»

^member

75
95

"

1.25
And all others in the

Chas. H. Howard Co. Know

of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
IK
the creditors of Thomas N. Sweatt, in falllDR Hair. ιρΜΜ»ί >>»lr Md K»Ip
the Count/ of Oxford and district aforesaid :
in two weeks, or money back*
ol
Notice Is hereby given that on the 1st day
_β 6
Oct., A. D. 1910, the said Thomas N. Sweatt
oi II
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
»
tbat li
meeting of his creditors will be hold at the offlcc
South
Market
8qoare,
of the Referee, No. 8
Paris, on the 5th day of Apr., A. D. 1911, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims
bankrupt, and
appointa trustee, examine tbo
transact such other business as may properlj
come before said meeting.
1
«· J
South Paris, Mar. 18,1911.
better than It vm before. -Mm. »
WALTER L. GRAY,
Bean, Concord* Ν. H., Jane 8, m
Referee In Bankruptcy.
To

Noyes Company

SOUTH PARIS,

and

_

NOTICE.

F. H.

Store.

SHOEING

o'clock P. Μ.
GEORGE M. A WOOD, Treasurer.
12-13
South Paris, Maine, March 14,1911.

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy.
THOMAS N. SWEATT,

Rexai

box con
flfteeD daye

e «

only *t—The Rexall

very
Coats, Trousers made to measure.
of samples, and
selecting your suit from a large variety
You will be surprised
have it made just as you want it.
at our reasonable prices.
call on
Before placing: your order or purchasing,
do.
us and find out what we can

Dyspepaii
-

S«
urRO you
wbo^
digestion

administrator,
the first day of April,

the time

People's

T.but·'"·'»

executor,

otherwise, on
1911, and be prepared to make oath to the truth
of the same.
When estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed
hands from any cause, the executor, administrator or other persons Interested, are hereby
warned to give notice of such change, and In
default of such notice will be held under the law
to pay the tax assessed although such estate has
teen wholly distributed and paid over.
this
Any person who neglccts to complv with
notice will be DOOMED to a tax according to
the
of
barred
be
right
and
the laws of the State
to make application to the Assessors or County
Commissioners for anv abatement of his taxes,
unless he offers such list with his application and
satisfies them that he was unable to offer it at

Rexau

with

js.
!

we

"

"

same

make these

Yours truly,

prices

B. &. IS. PRINCE,
NORWAY, MAINE.

I THE LAND OF
PUZZLEDOM.
!

»

Only

Step

a

all impurities
to Si<kneee.
Sickneee. By
Impurities from th·
He.iltb to
from Health
By driving >11
will speedily cor· the
eyet' iii. "L F." At wood's Medicine
tuust obatinate cold. It la eaay tο keep in perfect condition—
immune from aeriousattack. Keep "L. F. A twood'a Medicine
in the houae aud take a doee at the first sign of failing health.

Ο

Northwat Harbor. ■·.
"On.· of my J amity να» not well last Spring, being
trou hied u-ith b%hou»nett and headache, and proK' Medicine.
After taking
cured one bottle
same *he tea* decidedly better." PaKK£R W. FEXNKLLT.
is
on the bottle.
in
red
letters
F."
"L.
See that
large
Λ latgf bottle 35 eta. Write fer liberal aaaaple to

of't.

Free!

Free!

Correspondence on topic· of latere·* to tbe

|
,

A KING KINEO RANGE.

ladle·

1· solicited. Addre··: Editor floiiutnu'
Council, Oxford Democrat, South Part·, Me.

Maple Dainties.

BUCKEYES AND
A BOY WITH
CHESTNUTS.
AN ODD NAME.

Cm you Imagine a worse name than
12S6.—Homonym.
tbe
for
ease
In
careless
novel
this
make
about
To
Jeboshaphat Jenkins? Jeboshaphat
To lie
acquisition
Beneath the overspreading tree»
afternoon tea or tbe children's school couldn't He was always spoken of as
That border on a purling brook.
lunch-box, force maple sugar through a "tbat poor little Jenkins boy." and be
With PRIMAL breath and FINAL, book.
food-chopper and spread between thin
ratber a forlorn little
Ia recreation sure to please.
slices of fresh buttered white, brown, or certainly wus
entire wheat bread, or use oue kind of cbap.
Caressed by every wanton breeze
bread for lower layer and another kind
That brings the droning of the bees,
To begin with, bis mother liad died
"Tie sheer delight In some such nook
for the top. For a richer sandwich,
he was a tiny baby, and his
when
To lie about.
of
kind
sprinkle tbe sugar with any
father had gout* uwuy.
heartbroken
chopped nut meats.
What though the fish refuse to seixe
him In the care of Aunt Jane
leaving
to
fleas.
limited
BISCUITS.
are
bites
SUGAR
MAPLE
And

You still may boast by hook or crook
The monster trout you almost took.
There are α hundred things like these
To lie about.

No. 1267.—Charade.
You'll often find me overhead
Or sleeping in a sandy bed.
And when I journey to and fro
I often backward seem to go.
I'm in the sky; I'm on the shore.
You've eaten me and asked for more.
—Youth's Companion.
No.
I

am

In Riddle.
within the southern eea.
have often come to grief

1268.—Transposition

appropriately

These dainties

are
sweet course

ed with the

serv-

at luncheon or

dinner, and are equally acceptable at the
five o'clock tea. Make a rich bakingpowder biscuit dough, roll it to one-

$2 Down and $2 a Month

MAPLE

BANKING.

If not have you
occur to you

it be

a

that

small

good

a

ANY?

COTTAGE

reason?

Bank Account,

a

is the safest

one.

Did it

Cream one-third cupful of butter with

ever

two-thirds cupful sugar; then add in
successive order one egg, three-fourths
cupful milk, two cupfuis flour and one
level tablespoonful baking powder. Baku
in gem pans and serve hot with maple

though

even

of doing

means

business?

sauce.

the best receipts for all bills
paid, and your money will neither be stolen nor
lost from our vaults.
Your checks

Our

are

is measured by

success

prosperity,

therefore

we

do all in

MAPLE

power to

our

MAPLE

serve them.

us.

NORWAY,

OF

BANK

NATIONAL

NORWAY

THE

until
then

S30.000.

add one-ball
teaspoonful vanilla. Serve the chilled
custard in a glass dish or sherbet glasses,
with the poached whites floating on top.
Sprinkle whites with grated maple sugar.

PIANOS

I have in stock new and second hand pianos of
which I shall sell from now until after Christmas

high grade

What birds are

No. 1271.—Riddle.
I'm thinking of soiuethiug nice and
sweet, yet 'tis nothing good to eat. It
it
may be short, but can't be small;
it
may be long, but can't be tall, for

I have the Merrill, Poole, Pease, Norris & Hyde, Briggs and
other make. Also second h.md organs from ten to thirty dollars.
I have some nice trades in piinos and org ins which I offer to the
I have twelve pianos and playerpianos in stock in my

public.

Billings Block, South Paris, Maine, and
always ready to shew them to the public. Send for catalogue.
ware-rooms

W.

we

in

has uo dimension at all. It is not useful, It is not pretty, it is not wise, it
is not witty. Though it costs not a
cent, make no mistake; it Is precious
to those who give or take.

are

WHEELER.

J.

^

ι

L. S. BILLI NGS

Ml

I ffftiKûF
LUllIUCr

ess

Kinds foi

οί All

Building Purposes.

OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid Roofing, Shingles

Apple

Flooring, Sheathing, etc !.

Barrel Heads,

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid
are other makes, but Paroid is the best

$.

L.

Hoofing.

PROTECT
YOUR
HORSES

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents

From the cold, stormy

Design·
Copyrights Ac.

Good values in

days.
BLANKETS

Anyon· «ending
julokly ai certain

at

South Paria, Maine.

any station

on

the

Ill Mil.
or
Be a Chauffeur
Autoaobile Engineer.
to
nee*l men
In three week·,

train.
for poeltlon· paring #A> to $9U weekly. Kaay
wort, ehort hour·. Beet Spring poalUon· now.
Driving and tiarage work, rive rear» of iucPORTLAND ALTO CO..
Write now.
cw.
Portland, Maine.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

Crayon,

Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Sttofactio* Gvaruteed.

L M. TUFTS.
NkteliSL,

SOUTH PARIS.

No. 1272.—Omitted Word.
I'ut the same word In all the blanks.
• · · · said he would
surely get the
• · · · and timl out whether the clerk
would · · · · the other goods to me
· * · · ion
at once. I want to do a
* · · ·
I
so
sent
this
morning,
things
off
went
He
me.
for
to do my errand
· · In his
with a large · ·
pocket, and
I told him he would need a stout
•
y jo protect himself should
any one waylay him.

one-quarter of
to

cake

a

flour is used tbe cake will be very much

lighter.
Koep

shoe horn near at hand wh«r
putting on children's rubbers. They
t0 USe !t "d 11 heIP»*o*
a

//s&s.s.

iokeS

ΚΙΟΠι' IN

"TKEKS Illi IS NOW,
yoc."

FIÎOST Of·

ht» was in
upon "Jelioshnphut." and as
her care Hit* rest of the scandalized
family hud nothing to say about It.
He grew up. although no one thought
he would with that name. and until
he was eight or nine years old was us
happy as α lark. Then be began to
the fact that no one else

appreciate

seemed to be called Jehoshaphat. although there wore plenty of Willies

with
laughter
classmates shrieked
when the first day. In reply to the
teacher, the "new boy" bravely arose
and amid a dead silence gave his name
as "Jehoshaphat Jenkins." There wns
The boys
no peace for him that day.
nicknamed him "Hoss," "Old Horse."
"Jehu" and many other titles thnt only
small boys of ten could think of. Finally he could stand It no longer.
Going to Aunt Jane, he begged her
with tears lu his eyes to send him
last
away to another school, and at

i?DÎreM

^certain"1,!!1"16 hB?

2. Doubly curtail an
™peated C0»*iDge, my friend bac
between men.
°f her radlant kitcheB
angle in a room and leave a kind of
In the corner of her blackino
8 ove.
grain. 3. Doubly curtail the name of dish she
keeps a piece of hard aoap, and
a parent and leave a destroying insect.
after wetting dauber, she rubs it lightlj
before putting it in the
"°?? Γ po,iehiD^
the 'eeult ii
Transposition*.
Transpose a vegetable and make an
animal that resembles man; a tool for
the outer c'oth on
piercing and make a statute: a con- the ironing-board with common tacks
used
vessel
use thumb-tacks.
junction and make a large
They are very con
iu changing the covering, are
for washing; a body of fresh water
and make a hole or fissure that lets a perfectly smooth and look much
fluid in or out; the home of a wild
In baking fruit cake, mioe alwave fell
beast and make a boy's nickname.
Now I steam it, like plum
or burned.

f«Mfter

stôveηβι„'M®0'®1
huVi

blmSSf;

thÎD^a· °l Da,JiD*
*®°lenft.

nèiter

Answers: Pea-upe, awl-law, but-tub, pudding. Put the cake mixture in a
lake-leak, den-ued.
greased and paper-lined pan, m for bakclo"ely, place in a kettle
with boiling water half way op the side
Key to Puzzledom.
and steam an hour or more longer than
bake
No. 1260. -Anagram: Catastrophe.
allowed for bakiug. Uncover
aDhot"· to dry and
No. 12Π1.—Charades: 1. May. flower,
i*alf
a
Mayflower. 2. Fan, Tom, phantom. slightly brown the top. This makes
3. Ann, I (Annie^ May, shun, anima- cake moist to the last crumb and richer
in flavor than when baked.

ïft, hC".*er

25

inihfi°Ken

tion.
No.

It out.
The school was a new one. quite a
distance υΐΓ. and It just happened that
Jehoshaphat didn't know another boy
there. The opening duy came, and, as
usual, the teacher asked each scholar
his name. When it was Jehoshaphat s
turn to answer the simple question of
"What is your name, boy?" be arose,

and without hesitation replied, "Reginald Marmaduke Jenkins!"
This made u deep impression on the
Ηλγο

of

nrii'O

?

with the clock is ι
children to dreei
P
Bet,,nK
λ
ΡΓοιηΡι,Γ· Tell the child tc
see if he cannot be entirely dressed be
°f th° °lock reachee
No. 1273.—Curtailings.
mt
a certain place, and see how 4««««iy
quickly tbc
1. Curtail that which is pleasant in
dreaded taek is done.
temperature and leave a fierce conflict

1202.

"Yes. there Is," came from a well
known voice from the carringe. To his
horror. Jehoshaphat saw Aunt Jane's
head suddenly appear.
"There he Is now. right In front of
Here's his father home from
you.
China, and I guess be wants to see

his own son."
Then came the moet awful moment of
Jehosbnphat's short life. There was
nothing to do but confess, and confess
he did. and Aunt Jane was horrified.
But, strange to say. father laughed and

u great joke.
Jehoshaphat
left school that very day, and what do
you think happened to his name? His
father was so horrified at finding what
Aunt Jane had called his son that he
lost no time In taking him to court and
having Jehoshaphat changed to plain
John. So Jehoshaphat Jenkins no long-

thought it

er

exists, and all this happened

so

Ιοηκ

ago that John Jenkins baa only a dim
recollection of the fact that he was

once

called Jehoshaphat

Th· Word Yank··.
The origin of thle word has been variously explained. Some authorities
think It is a corruption of the word

—

New York

hSn°fb?

Sheathing.

iîïLi

«Jaeli-Hte,

method'

wa°teï'Uadrt V°rD'tar0h
Whe^ilH011} thiiUy

,'dj

5rj.

sK

A LOW PRICE

»ûh"g'proîl

?

to

clott out odd patterns and

up stock.

Corner Main and Danforth St*.,
·

B&JSTZ'iStisx
,po?Pe

ii
with
that masio affects the circulation,
? or °hloroform, placing a
ν
of absorbent cotton or blotting
heard
I've
doe·.
it
pad
bet
Mott—You
deai ι
per under the .pots.
muaio that made my blood boil.
water and a good soap and
with

Chas. F. Ridlon
| NORWAY,

10lpr WherôU,heqaent
2t w-i2rew·

Carpets

MAINE.

?

Whend^fiE
flannel cloth ontfl'dry.
then
be done away iron the
This work
U,e P'a'n «trong
00ff^arl,flcU,,,ghut
ϊι,ϊ J®U3°ve thestainsof
tepid
rab with

a
John W. Sickelamith, Greensboro, Pa.,
haa three children, and like moat chilmust
cold.
"We
take
dren they frequently
icecream
have tried aeveral klnda of cough medilrom
cine," he aaya, "but have never found μ
clothing. Dip a
J)1,ck
any yet that did them aa much good aa cloth In the coffee and tub It over the
won M
Chamberlaln'a Cough Remedy!" For
sale by all dealera.
^ *° muoh the
better
Mande—Jack declare· that I have a
■«· soaked In aalt
mouth.
roaebud
of
a
perfect
ntw. P°totoe· *' theβ «Un
wm
",n will
Her Brother—1That's very pretty, bat water before sonplog,
soma off bom easily.
roMbuda an generally oloeed.

nLi?

mîL

ί'ΐ" CiB96la

«PPli^M

Stove Wood and

$52.16

Coal.

\

A.W.WALKER&SON,
South Paris,

TOURI8T SLEEPING CAR

Montreal for Chicago on Monday·,
Wednesday· and Friday·, at 103n p. u. Berth*
kvallable for accommodation of passenger· hold.
and eecond ciae· ticket· on payment of
Dominai charge. Connection made with train·
carrying cars of elmlUir style at Chicago.
A.
C
apply to Geo.
irther Information ap
For Further
South Pad·, Me., or
vurMi,
Doran, agent,
Agent, G. T. Ry., Soutl.
the Company
of
other
representative
my
f .eaves

Maine.

*ng'Set

THE

'REAL TEST'

WANTED.

concern manufacturing children·' sleds,
a hluh
wagon· and novelties, In Pennsylvania,
claes competent foreman, must be a master me·
Is
chanlc In wood-working machinery, one who
effluent In handling men, and producing the
maxlum amount of work, also some ability In
be preferred.
designing and originating, would Oxford
DemAddress "NOVELTY," care of
referent» and salary wanted. 10-13

By

a

'ofacreamsepa-

rator

its

ocrat, giving

is, after all,

skimming

U. S.

power.

Separators hold

NOTICE.
United State· for the
the World's Record for
In Bankruptcy.
Maine.
District of
closest
)
In the matter of
EVART3 B. MAYRKRRY, In Bankruptcy.
of Rumford, Bankrupt )
the
Grand
To the creditor· of Evarts It. Mavberry, In the
and cold.
My winter bedtime's dark
of Oxford and district aforesaid :
County
nnd
gold.
1909.
of
rod
Thoro are no clouds
Notice 1· hereby given that on the 2'th day id
But the dear moon Ipoks down.
Feb., A. D. 1911, the said Kvarta B. May berry wa«
And all the stars ore point·· of llrht.
Come in and we
duly adjudicated bankrupt, an·) that theat llr»i
white
the
meeting of his creditors will be held
Such thousands and so ele.ir and
il \g!y Viis»
town.
office
of the Referee, No- 8 Market Square. -South
the
all
show
They brighten
hi
D.
1911.
A.
of
•-".'oil
Mar.,
the
day
Pari·, on
Λ
Ynn'h'e
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
claims,
their
•aid creditors may attend, prove
ΠΟΚ8Κ CHESTNUT.
South Pirii, Me.
If you bave trouble in getting rid of appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, ami T. M. DAVIS, Agent.
faction outside of the valley of the your cold you may know that you are transact such other business as may properly
i· no come before said meeting.
Ohio river, lu Ohio, particularly in not treating it properly. There
South Paris, Mar. 2,1911.
should hang on for
WALTER L. GRAY,
the southern part it is so common and reason why a cold
take
ChamIf
not
will
it
Referee In Bankruptcyand
weeks
you
the
of
grows so tall that the natives
For sale by
berlain's
Remedy.
Cough
state are called "Buckeyes." and they
all dealer·.
are often very proud of themselves.
Aesculus is the botanical name of
The undersigned offers for sale her home
If you need fruit trees, «brubbery or
"Say, I don't know just how to take stead,
situated on Hill Street, South Paris VU
the tree family to which the buckeye Mies
Cutting's comment on my singing." lage, consisting of double lot fronting on the perennial or bulbous planN f ir next
differThe
and horse chestnut belong.
main street, story and one-half house, ell au<! season and do not know where else to
"What did she say?'1
all In flrst-class repair, with spring watei
If you ntti
ent members of this family bear unts
"She said Caruso's voice waa excellent, stable,
get them come to nif.
free of rent, alAO supplied with city water foi
All are not but mine was better still."
shrubs or plants for any p;iri ul*r lit.
similar to the buckeye.
sprinkling and lawn purposes.
the
MRS. ELLKN F. Cl'MMINGS.
nation or purpose and do not ko ι* whit
11-12
poisonous, hmvever. The nuts of
I L ive cut* and
to get I can tell you.
The most common cause of insomnia
ornamental horse chestnut are ground
the stomach. Chamberphotographs of many kindand fed to horses and other farm ani- is disorders of
corlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
mals In Europe and In the orient This
Hoover potato digger,
rect these disorders and enable you to
fine tree came from the orient—In the
Sold at a bargain
as good as new.
sleep. For sale hy all druggists.
counflrst place, from Persia and the
South Paris.
Maine.
if called for soon.
tries adjacent. When horse chestnuts
the
"He has a grudge against
plain
S.
W.
AUSTIN,
are ground into a powder this is found
to
"A·
tbey
"Say*
why?"
people."
South Paris, Me.
11-12
Largest Stock of
to contain a soapy substance strong wear so many rubbers that it forces up
Is
It
therelather.
a
tires."
make
of
to
the
enough
price
In the District Court of the

skimming. Won

(

only

For Sale.

Prize,

^will

youwhy.^

Shrubbery.

Papermaker».
Bald fared hornets attach tbelr large,
the
cone shaped paper nests under
of houses, in garrets or to the
limbs of trees. Collecting the minute
fibers that adhere to weather beaten
fences and buildings the hornets mix
them with saliva and make a crude

eaves

of paper. To enlarge a nest
the Inside walls are torn away and the
material la used to add to the outside
layer. Like bumblebees, the workers
and drones die In the fall, and the

queen sleep· through the winter.

ALBERT D. PARK.

Bath Room

Cletnie· snd N-autifleS the hslr.
Promotes a laxuritrit prowth.
Never Falls to Bcstoro Grey
Hair to Its Youthful Color.
Cunt κ*1|> diaei··'· Ii hair failing.
<0c.amlll-Uost Dru trim

Trimmings

in town.
Towel Hare, >> aj·
Bath Seats, etc.
Special low
Glass Shelves for Christmas.

L. M. LONGLEY,

Holder»,
price on

Norway

WOMEN HELPED

By Dr. Kennedy's Favorite Remedy (or Kidneys and Liver.

Disorders of women are the remit
of general bodily weakness. Dr.
Kennedy's Favorite Remedy Is a

strength

builder and for

women

It

has

[»

proved of great value. Thousands testify to this. A ilck woman
almost always has kidney trouble,
which canses pain In the back, head·

I

^

ache, nervousness and other distressing symptoms. Dr. Kennedy's
Favorite Remedy helps the Kidneys
end Liver to act properly, parities
the blood and gently moves the bow-

TIICE CHESTNUT.

fore used in some countries to take the
place of soup. In France starch is also
made from the powdered horse chest-

nut.
Now we come to the true chestnut.
Its botanical name Is Castanca vescn.
and it grows as a forest tree in Europe. America. Asia and north Africa.
The Japanese cultivate it as η food
produeiug tree, and their chestnuts are
far larger and better than ours, although the tree on which the nuts
grow is not si» large as the American
tree. Hut the Japs, who have brought
and nut culture nnicu
nearer perfection tiiau western nations
hove done, sacrifice the tree to the nut.
dower,

fruit

THE SANDS OF
THE SEASHORE
Did you ever try to count the sands
of the seashore? Really it Is not such

formidable task if yon go about it Id
the right way.
Choose a smooth, dry spot some sunny day this summer and, wltb ample
a

paper and

pencil

and a botanist's magnifying glass, get down to work.
Stretch yourself out at length and
level off smoothly a space about un
inch square. Lay two plus, black sand
grains or other small objects exactly
ao eighth of an Inch apart, then apply
your glass wltb great precision and
care. Count the number of grains that
lie In a straight line between the two
objects. This Is the most dltlkult as
well as the most Important part of the
proceedings, and too much pains cannot be taken. A difference of one grain
will make a difference of millions In
the later calculations.
It would bo
more accurate to count the grains In a
quarter or half inch, but there Is danger of losing one's place and omitting
or

duplicating

Having

some.

obta'ned the count of grains
In a line one-eighth of an inch long,
the rest of the work is multiplication.
Let us say in the present Instance that
twenty grains were found in the eighth
of an inch.
Of course sand varies
greatly, but this number represents
good fine sand. Multiplying by 8 gives
160, the number of grains in a line a
whole Inch long, nnd squaring thlsthat Is, 100 multiplied by 100— we have
15.000 In a single layer one Inch
square. In order to get an Inch cube
we must again multiply by 100, and
this gives 2.41)0.000. Just think, a vpry
small quantity In the hollow of the
hand contains nearly 2.f>00.000 grains!
One's admiration for the wonders of
nature grows tremendously, yet we
have made bnt the beginning!
A cubic foot contains 1.728 Inches,
so this Is the next multiplier, and the

product gives the astounding figures
4,813.088,000. Four billion In less than
a peck.
Let us now Imagine α stretch
of sandy bench a mile long and one
foot wide and deep.
In this rod of
sand not much larger than a sewer
pipe we find there are no less than 22.·
773,104.040,000 grains. Bnt our beach
has width, let us say, a quarter mile,
and depth, say, fifty feet, and we find
In this chance stretch a total of 1,503,·
024,000.240,000.000 particles. Over one
and a half qulntllllon grains! The mind
has ceased to comprehend auch figures. and were we to add a dozen or
two ciphers they would mean no more
to us than this tremendous sum.

Any

with a
expand these
one

els, striking at the caute of Kidney,
Liver, Blood and Bladder troubles.
For over 36 years It has enjoyed

steady and merited success, for It Is an honest
remedy and has stood the test of time. Write Dr.
David Kennedy Co., Rondout, Ν. Y. for a free
sample bottle and valuable medical booklet. Large
bottle 91.00 at all draggisu.

NEW YORK, Ν. Y.
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1910.
$ 1,851,«08 21
137,000 00
14.049.068 80
554 8W7 70
Bank
131,19114
Agents' Balances,
53,607 68
Interest and Rente
All other Aesets,
19,814 67

Real Estate
Mortgage Loans
Stocks and Bonds
Cash In office and

Qroes Assets,
Deduct Items not admitted,
Admitted

118,027,003 36
¥56.891 28
$17,170,112 06

Assets,

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1910.
$ 720,392 20
6,917,452 64
489,887 25
1,500,000 ου
7.542,399 99

Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premium·,
All other Liabilities,
Cash Capita),
Surplus over all Liabilities,

Every age has Its problem, by solving which humanity Is helped forward.

—Helnrlch Heine.
(

I
*

ι

Some time you will want some money, ii you
do not need any now.
You may want to buy a
house, a farm, go into business, or make some
temporary loan and want the money at ouce.
At such a time, it is a good thing to be veil
acquainted at the bank.

Blacksmithing !

from the Millett

Cummings Mfg.

Co.

in South

Shop

Paris, I am now at
latter place prepared to do
Shoeing and Job Work.

Heavy Work a
Satisfactory work

old ard

ntf

new

and

favorably

known is

Specialty.

Your

customers,

Charles A. Hemingway.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for th·
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

and

CURE

WITH

Dr.

New

THI

Neighbor Already Has An Account With Is.

PARIS

SOUTH

PARIS.

Pythian Block,
SOUTH PARIS, me.

INSURANCE,

I'

MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J.

guaranteed satisfactory
■

[OBXOYXT REFUNDED.

10-17

PORTLAND AND ROOKLAND.

CO.,

For Sale.
Green gray birch cord wood.
B. M. GREELY,
R. F. D. a, South Pari·, M*

me.

SEWING

PRICE

Q. D. TH0NDIKE MACH.

PORTLAND,

STAJNJJAKJJ

•Oe A $1.00.

Your old Gasolene Engine for a new Ml
ANUS·
Liberal allowance.

New Baxter Building.

PIANOS Λ ORGANS.

Trill Bottle Free
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNQ TROUBLE».

TRADE

MAINE.

C. Ε. TOLMAN & CO.,

Discovery

GREENHOUSE.

COMPANY,

TRUST

King's

come:

money to you.

■

LUNC8

for C8HS?8

as

are

WALTER L. GRAY.
Referee In Bankruptcy. |

kill™· couch

good

as

depositors
continually increasing, which me·""'·
that a large number of people that never have had a check
account, are finding that it is convenient and satisfactory.
Our

done for both

In the matter of
)
Gkorgk H. Woodward,
1 In Bankruptcy.
of Hebron, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of George H. Woodward, In
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 11th day of
Mar., A. D. 1911, the said George H. Woodward
was duly adjudicated
bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of hit creditor· will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, 8outh Paris,
on the 29th day of Mar., A. D. 1911, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditor*
may attend, prove their claims, appoint
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
such other business a· may properly come be"·
fore said meeting.
South ParU, Mar. IL 1911.

A man's character and personal habits have a great
a board of bank directors, and to be well

influence with

the

LETTUCE.

outlined above—St. Nicholas.

and Get Acquainted With Us.

the transaction of an; other business that may
legally come before said meeting, will be held at
Its banking rooms In South Paris, on Thursday,
March 23d, at two o'clock, P. M.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD. Secretary.
10-12
South Paris, Maine, March 8,1911.

he

number has been determined.
Never was a truer statement made
than the one In the Bible, where It
says that the sands of the seashore
would never be numbered. They never will be counted bj man. but the

Come In

ANNUAL MEETING.
Notice is hereby given that the annual meeting
of the South Paris Savings Bank corporation for
the election of officers for the ensuing year and

Having moved
shop to the

COMPANY.

TRUST

PARIS

South Parie. Savings Bank.

figures
th·
pleases. One might compute the sanPORTER ST.. 80UTH PARIS,
dy coasts of the United States, the
FOR YOUR
North American continent, and so on,
or
might compute the number of
grains In the Desert or Sahara. There
Is really no limit when once a basic
may

as

1^

Kt

Total Liabilities and Surplus,
$17,170,112 03
W. J. WHEELER A CO., Agents,
South Pari·, Maine.
11-13

calculating bent

probable number In certain limits may
be roughly determined by the method

quality

practicallj

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

When you have rheumatism in your
foot or iustep apply Chamberlain's Liniment and you will get quick relief. It
cost* but a quarter. Why suffer? For
sale by all druggists.

and Tommies, and also that people always smiled when he told them his
full name. And It ended by his being
miserably unhappy over It.
He was nearly ten years old before
Aunt Jane would let him go to school.
His
Then troubles began afresh.

aftef

raco

Edgings,

For Sale.

derfu!fy.rn

a

FARE8.

In·
I· effect from Merciι ietli to April lotli,
dative.
SOUTH
from
Second Cine· Colonist Fare
PAB18, ME., to
Neleon, Vancouver, Victoria,
Westminster, B. C.
Seattle, epoknne, Tacoma, Wub
Portland, Oreg.
)
San Francisco, Loe Angeles,
*'lu
$52.16
San Diego, Cal.
» φ
Mexico City, Mexico.
Low rate· to many other pointa.

Fruit Trees.

"Any fellow with such a name must
be no end swell." plain Harry Brown
said to plainer Willie Smith, and
was Immediately king of
Paraffin rubbed thoroughly inside and "Reginald"
the play yard. There was a weight
of
new
stockheels
and
toes
on
the
lout
their wearing off his mind. To do him Justice, he
lings wiU lengthen
also
the
really did not know that be had told a
I
use
paraffin
qualities.
most nwful whopper, and he thought
darning, and know that it saves work.
of nothing except that he was free
The housewife often has difficulty In
from the taunting remarks about somepouring liquids from a full ve.7elinto
thing he couldn't help.
narrow necked cruet-well illustrated in
One day at recess time a carriage
he caseof ohve oil. The chemist has a
PourlD8 "qi'de down a glass rod, drove to the schoolhouse gate, and a
and the
may borrow the sug- man Jehoshaphat—that Is, Reginaldι?ββΓ
«■♦ι
If
the can of olive oil, foi had never seen entered the yard and
gestion.
example is full, hold the handle of . pleasantly asked, "Which of the boys
silver knife against the lip of the can
Is Jehoshaphat Jenkins?"
and, by tilting the can, the oil will run
"There nln't anybody of that name
down the knife-handle into the cruel
here,'' vouchsafed Willie Smith.
without the usual spilling audioes.
Running

alike.

SYSTEM

I

English as pronounced by our aborigOrthographical Fuzzle:
inals. who called It "Yenghles, YanWhon obliged to do up a shirt waist
War, eh. ouse. warehouse.
skirt or some other article of clothing in ghles, Yankees."
It seems first to
ο.3·"»—»·
No. 12*53.—Nation Puzzle: Finland, a hurry for one of my girls, we have have beeu applied by British soldiers
u m ¥ BU WMhiBgtOQ· D. c.
in
a
rolled
the
Cuba.
Denmark.
then,
Siberia,
articles,
dampened
Italy.
about 1775 as a term of reproach to
t0We1, have P'<"ed the New Englandera, who afterward
No. 1201.—Divided Words: Artichoke,
'Î
a tew m,ni»tee until
father.
marigold, herring,
th«!f ί *kTen
The «team so gen- adopted It themselves. Others hold
No. 1203.—Riddle: IJfe.
that Yankee Is a corruption of Jankln.
f tbrougb·
diminutive of John, a nickname given
Cream Balm baa been tried and
Ely's
sale
For
fir.
and
by
Spruce
bal """* to the English coloulsts of Connectinot found wanting in thousands of
homes all over the country. It has won
cut by the Dutch settlers of New
A.
KENNEY,
J.
a place in the family medicine closet
York.
Yankee is also said to have
like
art,c,ee
handkerchiefs
household
remedies,
South Paris.
among the reliable
been In use as early as 1713, meaning
25tf
be
beautifully'
etc.,
embroideries,
may
for
use
in
at
treatis
band
where it
kept
"very good." It Is supposed to have
the following
ing cold in the head just as soon as some laundered by
m *«»'
been used by the students of Cammember of the household begins the prepare a thin starch by wettin?
,n * ,,tt,e co,d bridge, Mass. By and by it was used
For Sale.
preliminary sneezing or snnffing. It
of boiling water throughout New England and applied
glvea immediate relief and a day or two's
i u',. two quarts
®,nutee to en hour. to the settlers thero.
One yoke of oxen, about 7 feet treatment will put a stop to a cold which
Have the articles
«« to
"Yankee Doodle" wag originally
might, If not checked, become chronic When cold, strain.
Good workers.
be starched waehed cieM) d,
and ran into a bad caae of catarrh.
"Nankee Doodle" and was applied to
while wet into the starch, wring dry
A. F. THURLOW,
thà Oliver Cromwell In this well known
Henpex—Say, Maria, Is there a foot then press and clap them between
verse:
R.F.D. i, South Paris rale
10-11
band. till partly
about the house?
there is, and you'll down on a thick ironlng.pad and Iron Nankee Doodle came to town upon a litMrs.
Henpex—Yes,
tle pony,
just remember It and wipe your feet on with a moderately hot flat-iron Artlol*» 8tuck α feather in his hat and called It
laundered in this way have the
the mat before you dare come in.
macaroni.
look and the crispness of new goods.
The air was known In New England
Do you know that of all the minor ailMilk stains osaally come awav rearfii*
' before the Revolution. A story Is told
ments oolda are by far the most danger"" ordl"T
of how after the battle of Lexington
ous? It ia not the cold Itself that you
that is to say, soaking in weaksodi
the brigade under Lord Percy marched
— ON —
need to fear, but the serious diseases
WMhlD* with out of Boston playing It in derision of
that it often leads to. Moat of theae are
mater,el
Pneumonia
diaeaaea.
known aa germ
the popular nickname of the colonists,
be
and conanmption are among them. W hy
the latter afterward adopting the nickbe applied locally',
, not take Chamberlaln'a Cough Remedy
name, saying the British bad been
and care yoar cold while you can? For
made to dance to the tune of "Yankee
1 sale
all
druggiata.
by
Doodle.Philadelphia Ledger.
th® stained parts
Scott—À phyaician aaya in thia article

Mouldings s,JL Wool

High Grade Portrait Work
in

Scientific American.

νβΑΤ : four monta
the,

Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
J. M. DAY,
Bryant's Pond, Me.
43tf

We

free. Uldeet luteucy fur «ecun■« "•teni».
Patenta taken through Munn & Co. ι·β·1τ·
ιfacial notice, without chante. In tb·

«ent

Unit rated weekly. Lanreetelr
ectenttflo Journal. Term·, II ·
9L Sold by all ■«wedaalera.

Pulp Wood Wanted.
Delivered at

may
description
whether an

a sketch and
our opinion ft··

s3^saafflii»rfs«s

10. FROTHING»

&

Ther Β

BILLINGS, South Paris, Me

represented?

making

Hints.

by any recipe, il
cupful of potato floui
three-quarters of a cupful of pastry

When

PRICES.

WHOLESALE

AT

a

thicken;

to

are

REDUCED

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

RAILWAY

—

Beat

mixture commences
remove from stove and

Kings

GRAND TRUNK

Seattle,

consented.
yolks of three eggs, add one-third she
Jehoshaphat had a plan in his head,
cupful hot maple syrup and one and a
half cupfuis hot milk. Cook in the top way down deep, so uo one knew It
of a double boiler, stirring constantly was there, and this Is how he carried

MAINE.

SURPLUS S30.000.
UNDIVIDED PROFITS,

ISLAND.

CUSTARD.

S50.000.

CAPITAL.

FLOATING

Put one and a half cupfuis of milk In
the buttered top of a double boiler.
Beat whites of two eggs until stiff, drop
by the spoonful into tbe hot milk; let
poach until Arm; skim out and use
strained milk for making custard.

It is worth while to have a Bank Account

with

SAUCE.

Cream together one rounding tablespoonful each of butter and flour; add
gradually one-half cupful hot water and
one-half cupful thick maple syrup. Let
boil several minutes, stirring constantly.
Thin more if needed.

depositors'

our

PUDDING.

fightb

bed
In summer when I go to
The evening sky above Is red
blue.
faintest
And gold and
star
And sometimes there's one winking
Hung up above me. oh. so far.
through.
That shines and twinkles

HOBBS' VARIETY STORE, Norway,
Thursday, Aug. 3,1911, at 3 p.
begin

name Is In
eenth psalm. The longest
The
Isaiah.
of
chapter
the
times, the
40,627
occurs
"and"
word
word "Lord" 1,855 times. The thirtynineseventh chapter of Isair and the
book of
teenth chapter of the second
The longest verse Is

Compensation.

CAKE.

without evil; joined they mean
Make any deeired foundation cake and
Six others would seem to
The person bringing the largest number oi this ENTIRE u tyro.
Cover with maple
bake in a sheet.
ADVERTISEMENT, cut from the Oxford Democrat, U mean (2) an order to smash something; icing and sprinkle icing generously with
desk.
of
(3)
kind
united, they name a
nuts. Cut in strips or
word chopped pecan
A conjunction nud gnawed in one
squares for serving. Very fine.
mean a path; (4) within and imagiuam.,
MAPLE ICING.
tlon mean childhood; (5) ocean and
at
valued
$60.00
Kineo
Range,
one-balf pound of maple sugar
will receive a No. 8-20, King
Force
microbe
a
of
time;
(0)
boy, a division
to save this advertisemen ;
through a food chopper and put into a
FREE. Ask your friends to
'and an indefinite quantity name a buttered
cupful
saucepan with one
and
country. I am going to give up
sugar and one cupful cream
granulated
Put over the fire, stir
try to learn (7) a personal pronoun or rich milk.
Joined to something boiled and min- until the sugar ie dissolved, then boll
without stirring until mixture does not
gled.
separate when tested in cold water. Let
stand until luke warm, beat until creamy ;
No. 1270.—Bird Puxzle.
reheat, stirring constantly until soft,
then spread on cakes.
mean

eighth

ness

KINGS.

MAI'LE

chapters
and Ninechapter Is the One Hundred
uud middle
shortest
the
teenth psalm,
and Sevenchapter the One Hundred
verse Is the
teenth psalm. The middle
of the One Hundred and Eight-

In the first verse of the seventh chapThe f.nest
ter of Ezra Is the alphabet.
the twenty-sixth
piece of reading is
name of <»·«1 is
chapter of Acts. The
of Esther.
not mentioned In the book
holiIt contains knowledge, wisdom,
and love.—Philadelphia Press.

I

without even so much an expressing a
wish as to what bis baby should l>c
named. So Aunt Jnne, after a great
deal of careful thought, had decided

fourth inch in thickness and spread half
of it with melted butter. Sprinkle butter with maple sugar forced through a
food-chopper; put on the other half of
tbe dough, cut into cakes with a small
biscuit-cutter, and brush over the tops
with beaten egg. Bake in a moderate
oven and eerve hot.

at home

J

of Espoisonous.
the ninth of the eighth chapter
Then, again, the real buckeye Is not
the shortest verse is the thirtyther;
in
perfound growing abundantly or
John.
fifth of the eleventh chapter of

eye are

Cream one-balf cupful of butter with
shlpa
one-half cupful of granulated sugar and
through me.
ooe-half cupful
maple sugar forced
And yet I hang about my lady's chain
a food-chopper, then add two
And In her Jewel case am often lain.
through
ear.
the
a
But when transposed I fall upon
eggs, one tablespoonful water, two and
I live in harmony, and once a year
half cupfuis of flour and one-balf tableI tell the holiday at early morn
baking powder. Roll thin, cut
And herald news of one who once was spoonful
into circles with a cruller-cuttor, brush
born.
with beaten egg, sprinkle with grated
maple sugar and bake in a moderate
No. 1269.—Transformation In Union.
These are simple and delicious
oven.
English Is hard to learn. Here are cookies.
divided
that
properly
letters
six
(1)
And

DO YOU DO

The buckeye tree belongs to the
horse chestnut family, although It is
fllfferent from the stately burse chestnut that Is planted along avenues and
and
on lawns because of its beauty
abundant shade. Again, the leaves as
well as the ripe nut* of the true buck-

SANDWICHES.

MAPLE 8UGAB

Ne.

THE "L F." MEDICINE CO.. PortUnd. Me.

Free!

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

Fact* About th· Bibl·.
letters.
The Bible contains 3.C0U.-1»)
verses, 1,180
810,697 words, 31,173
anil 06 books. The loudest

WHEELER & CO..
South Paris.

All Winter Hats reduced to

Cost Price.
Am also

closing out my line

Heavy Boys' Hose at
very reasonable prices.
of

MRS. L. C. sniLEV,
Millinery
Market

and

Square,

·

Fancy Goods,

South Paris, Maine-

